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Resolution to Adjourn Until
day to Give Committees

Fri-

Given License to They Are at Work in Big
Practice Medicine in
ulation Centers of
New Mexico.
Country.

President Spiess called the convention to order at 2:45 p. m.
Rev. Julius Hartman pronounced
the invocation.
Chief Clerk George W. Armijo read
the minutes and these were approved.
File No. 3, to create a department
of agriculture, was taken from the
committee on corporations on motion
of H. O. Bursum and referred to the
'
committee on agriculture.
.

Resolution No. 10, by T. D. Burns,
providing for adjournment to Friday
afternoon at two o'clock to give the
committees time to work, was introduced.
File No. 13, by R. W. Heflin, relating to official corruption was referred
to the committee on legislative depart-

ment.
File No. 14, by R. W. Heflin, relating to free passes, etc., was referred
to the committee on corporations.
File No. 15, by Isidoro Armijo, in
reference to school children was referred to the committee on education.
File No. 16, by E. D. Tittman, with
reference to initiative and referendum,
'was referred to the committee on legislative department. This is the measure recommended by the direct legislative league.
File No. 17, by Atanasio Roibal,
with reference to qualifications of
voters was referred to the committee
on elective franchise.
File No. 18, by G. W. Prichard, with
reference to public lands was referred
to the committee on public lands.
The committee on rules reported
through Chairman Solomon Luna, and
H. B. Fergusson presented a minority
report.
The majority report of the Committee on Rules provided for 55 rules to
govern the parliamentary procedure
of the convention.
No member shall speak more than
twice on the same subject without
leave of the convention until every
member choosing to speak on the.
question shall' have spoken. 'Any two
members shall have the right to demand the yeas and nays, but if objection is made, the demand shall be
sustained by 30 members present. Any
15 members shall have the right to
demand the call of the convention but
if objection is made the demand shall
of the membe sustained by
bers present. Any member shall
have the right to call the previous
question and until decided this precludes all debate and amendments and
motions. If the call is sustained the
convention shall be brought to an
vote.
The parliamentary
rules of the National House of Representatives are adopted.
The minority report agrees with the
majority report excepting as to Rules
No. 18, referring to the call for ayes
and nays; No. 20, relating to the previous question, and No. 28, relating
to motions to be entertained where a
question is under debate and the preone-fift-

h

cedence of motions.
Reed Holloman and Eugenio Romero moved to lay the minority report-othe table. The minority report was
laid on the table by a vote of 57 to 33.
The majority report was then read
in Spanish. The reading was still In
progress as the New Mexican went
to press.

Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received $524.77 of convicts'
earnings from Warden Cleofes Romero of the territorial penitentiary.
Who Pays the Taxes?
According to the percentages compiled by territorial traveling auditor,
the city of Albuquerque pays the bulk
of the taxes in Bernalillo county lor
city lots and improvements form 57.83
per cent of the taxable assessment,
merchandise 7.77, railroads 7.43, agricultural lands and improvements 7.03,
banks 5.20, grazing lands and Improvements 3.89, household goods 3.07, electric light and water plants 2.46, miscellaneous 1.82, carriages, wagons and
Implements .98, horses and mules .97,
sheep, goats and swine .62, cattle .40,
mills .36, telegraph and telephone ,13,
capital in manufacturing and bonds
Building Fine Roads.

The good roads commission, encouraged by the $1,000 voted by the board
of county commissioners of Santa Fe
county, some time ago for the Scenic
Highway, is pushing with vigor two of
the good roads projects in the county
after finishing La Bajada hill. One
and a quarter miles have been added
to the Scenic Highway in the canon,
all sixteen and more feet wide and
substantially constructed so as to
drain the water. No timber is being
used for bridges but heavy pipes for
culverts, which are covered with rock
and sand, while at one place a concrete bridge will be constructed. The
timber bridges at this end of the road
will all be replaced with iron pipe culverts. If the season permits, connection with the switch backs will be
made this fall. Similarly, work on
the Santa Fe trail to Canoncito is being pushed and six miles of road on
the Arroyo Hondo are completed. The
road will swing along the side of the
hill, thus avoiding the bad Apache hill
and three miles of sand and making a
splendid automobile highway.
The territorial board of health and
medical examiners adjourned this afternoon after two days' session. Twenty-five
applications were granted license to practice in the territory.
District Court Stenographer.
Miss Ethel F. Megill, who came here
from Denver, to take a position in the
office of Territorial Secretary Nathan
Jaffa, has been apointed court stenographer.
Bound Over for Cattle Stealing.
The territorial mounted police report that yesterday at Estancia, Perry
Milton was bound over to the grand
jury in $500 bond on the charge of
cattle stealing.

2',000 APPLICATIONS
FOR 18,000 SEATS.

Interest is Intense
Baseball

Receive a
Warm Welcome and the Hours
are From 8 to 11.
Yesterday after the change of hours
of the reception to the families ot the
members of the constitutional convention by Mrs. L. Bradford Prince, the
following note was sent to Mr. Spiess,
the president of the convention:
"Mrs. L. Bradford Prince has changed the hours of her reception on Wed-

Cinstitution Makers Will

nesday afternoon, from 4 to 7 to the
same evening from 8 to 11.
"All ladies who belong to the families of the members of this convention are cordially invited, as welt as
their husbands.
"She will also be happy to see any
of her friends who are members of
this convention. A most cordial invitation is extended to them all."
Mrs. Prince wishes it understood
that all members of the convention
will be welcome. The hours are from
8 to 11 o'clock tomorrow,

Wednesday

evening.
'
.
APPEAL IN LAND FRAUD
CASES IS DISMISSED.
Washington, D. C, Oct 11. The appeal of Frederick A. Hyde, of San
Francisco, and Joost Schneider, of
Tucson, Ariz., from conviction and
.

sentence to this western land fraud
cases was today dismissed by the
court of appeals of the District of
Columbia.
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CRIPPEN AND LENEVE
TRIAL ON MONDAY.
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HON. THOMAS J. MABRY.
One of the Youngest Delegates in the Constitutional Convention.

Hon. Thomas J. Mabry who enjoys state and he moved to Clovis which
the distinction of being probably the was then just being started. He cast
youngest member of the constitutional his lot with the new town and was
convention, is a Democrat from Curry fortunate in Investing in property
county. As editor of the Clovis Journ-- ' around the town before it was known
al he is well and favorably known in whether or not the place would beNew Mexico.
come a whistling station or a city.
Mr. Mabry was born in Cunningham,
Mr. Mabry established the Clovis
Carlisle county, Kentucky, 25 years Journal in the summer of 1909 and it
ago and at the age of five years came met with Immediate success for it
west with his parents. They settled proved a bright,
and
in Oklahoma where young Mabry stud-- '
newspaper.
led in the public schools and later
Mr. Mabry was drawn into politics
studied one year in the WeatherforJ and was nominated
delegate to the
high school.
constitutional convention in the DemHe then obtained work with a lum-- ' ocratic primary in Curry county over
ber firm and rose rapidly, finally be- seven other strong candidates by a
ing advanced to the position of man- large plurality, leading the ticket. He
ager of the lumber yard. This import-- ' was later elected, defeating the Rej
ant poBt he held for four years.
publican ticket by a vote of two to
Feeling that his education was not one.
Mr. Mabry's success so early In life
yet complete, Mr. Mabry returned to
his books, spending two years at the may be attributed to earnest work, a
University of Oklahoma.
rugged constitution and that laudable
Three years ago Mr. Mabry decided ambition characteristic of the useful,
to make his home in the Sunshine American citizen.
J
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Charge on a Crowd of Strik- Railroaders in France Have Militia With Tents and
ing Miners at Remscheid,
Has Reached the
Tied Up Northern
Prussia
Stricken
District
System

Sup-plie- s

WANT PERSONS ARE WGUMDED
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ACTS

OCCUR

VIOLENCE
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Demonstration Made Against It Is Feared Movement Will Martial Law Prevails-.Thi- ck
Black List Issued by EmploySmoke Hangs Over
Spread to the State
ment Agency.
Lines.
Minnesota.
.

Appointed U. S. Commissioner.
Melvin T. Dunlavy, a member of
the bar, was this morning appointed
Remscheid, Prussia, Oct. 11. The
by Judge John R. McFie, as United miners who made a demonstration toStates commissioner for Santa Fe day against the blacklist issued by an
county, to serve for four years from employment agency aattacked the pothis date.
lice with stones when the officers at,Mr. Dunlavy is one of the rising tempted to disperse them. The police
young attorneys of New Mexico and charged the crowd using their sabres
came to Santa Fe county about two freely. Volleys of stones from the
years ago. He is a graduate of Ann windows fell on the officers who fired
Arbor and is at present a member of at the windows. Many persons were
the law firm of Bowman & Dunlavy, wounded.
with offices at Clovis, Curry county,
where Mr. Bowman makes his head- ELECTION FORCED AT
quarters. Mr. Dunlavy has just opened
POINT OF BAYONET.
,.f
his new offices in the Laughlin block,
an
at
be
Joined
this , city and will
LeaderMadero Assumes
early date by his partner, Mr. Bow- Francisco
ship Against Party of President
man.
Diaz in Mexico.
School Census.
The school census of Colfax county
San Antonio, Texas, Act. 11. Fratf-cisc- o
shows 4.061 persons of school age,
Maedro, the
that is between five and twenty-on- e
years, and increase of 306 over last candidate for the presidency against
year. The males number 2098 and the President Diaz who escaped Into this
females 1963. Cimarron has 214 per- country on Saturday, has assumed the
sons of school age, French 101, Daw- leadership of his party here in a manson 510, Springer 247, Maxwell 101, ifesto issued yesterday. He arraigns
Van Houten 163, Koehler 172, Raton President Diaz as a dictator and stat1270, an increase of 5 over last year. ed that the recent election was forced
at the points of bayonets and only afLas Cruces Land Office Report.
The. monthly report for September ter many ot President Diaz's opponof the Las Cruces land office to the ents had been driven from the country
It is said that the
general office at Washington shows or imprisoned.
a large volume of business is transact- movements of the party are being
homeed there. There were 49 original
closely watched by secret service
stead entries received, 40 entries al- agents of the United States and Mexlowed, four entries rejected and five ico.
suspended for cause. Three additional soldiers' homestead' entries were
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION
received, these being transmitted withOF ARIZONA ORGANIZES.
out further action and notices for publication Issued. Twenty-twapplicaPhoenix, Ariz., Oct. 11. Hunt, ot
tions for desert land entries were received, 21 applications allowed and Gila county, was chosen president of
one rejected. - Two applications were the constitutional convention by a caureceived for repayment, 'and one ap- cus of Democrats yesterday over
plication for amendment which was Franklin, ot Maricopa, by a vote of 23
transmitted without action. Two ap- to 18, on the fourth ballot. Winsor led
plications were received "for leave of on the first ballot with 14 votes, but
absence, both being allowed. Thirty-on- e Cochise swung to Hunt, and Graham
final proofs of homestead were to Franklin, on the last count and
received, the same number allowed elected Hunt.
and 23 notices for publication issued.
A. F. Cole, of Cochise, was chosen
Sixteen annual proofs of desert land
entries were received and 16 allowed nominee for chief clerk over Frank
one final proof of desert land entry Desouza, of Phoenix.
The election of Hunt is regarded as
received and two notices for publica-tlnissued. Two final proofs of min- a progressive victory, though Winsor
eral land entries were received and was even more radical in his view.
the same number allowed, two assign- There is some soreness in Maricopa
ments received, and 33 relinquish- county over the defeat of its candiments received. . ,
date for the two leading offices.
o
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KILLED

Starkville, Colo., Oct. 11 Fifty-fou- r
hours after the explosion in the Starkville mine of the Colorad Fuel & Iron
Company, entombing fifty-fivmen,
the first of the bodies of victims were
found by searchers. Two bodies were
located at 1:50 a. m. in Chamber No.
30, some 12,000 feet from the mouth of
the mine, and at 5:30 a, m., eight
more bodies wpre found in Chambers
31 to 35. The condition of the bodies
pf the men Indicate they were Instantly killed by the terrific? force of the
explosion. President Welborn of the
company, states he did not bel'eve
that any more bodies will be found
soon, for the rest of the imprisoned
men are scattered through various
workings far from the mouth. Arrangements will at once be made for
bringing the bodies out, but this will
be very slow work on account of the
great quantities of debris choking the
tunnels. The work of rescue is being
greatly delayed by the presence of
black damp in great quantites in the
chambers of entry J. 7, where pos
sible these roms are being bratticed
and isolated. The guard lines were
drawn tightly about the mine this
morning and no one not employed Is
allowed within a quarter of a mile
of the entrance.
Warrants For Bosses.
Starkville, Oct. 11. Coroner Guel-foi- l
today placed in the hands of the
town marshal a batch of summons for
the mine superintendents, pit bosses,
assistants and men who looked after
the sprinkling of the mine, to appear
before a justice who will investigate
the cause of the disaster. The hearing probably will be held after the
dead are removed from the mine. The
Austrian and Italian consuls also arrived to inquire into the explosion.
Killed By Explosion, Not After Damp.
Starkville, Oct. 11. Two bodies
were brought out of the mine at 10:30
o'clock. Their appearance bore out
the report that the men were killed
by the force of the explosion and had
not succumbed to the after damp.
Two Bodies Identified.
Starkville, Oct. 11. The men were
identified as Jan Klimek and Wit
N'yzio, the latter leaving a widow and
two children.
All Dead.
Starkville, Colo., Oct. 11. The rescuer at 12.15 p. m. uncovered the last
of the eleven bodies of the men
known to have been working in "J"
entries at the time of the explosion.
Government Experts Go to Starkville.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 11 A special car carrying government mining
experts left Seattle today for Starkville, Colo., to assist in the work of
taking men out of the Starkville mine.
The work will be under the direction
of George S. Rick, chief mining engineer, and R. M. Wolfln, of Seattle station, and John Roberts, government
mining engineer.
e

'

London, Oct. 11. The trial of Dr.
Hawley Crippen and Ethel Clare Len-ev- e
for the murder of the former's
wife, Belle Elmore, probably will open on Monday.

WERE INSTANTLY

CHER

Or COMMERCE

HERE

Presence of Black Damp in Large Wish Is Expressed That All Commercial Bodies Be So
Quantities Makes Work
Difficult.
United.

!

Philadelphia, Oct. 11. The mail demand for tickets at the first two
games of the world's baseball championship series is so great that representatives of the National Commission announced that there will be no
public sale of reserved seats. More
than 27,000 applications have been received for 18,000 reserved seats available.

:

AT MRS. PRINCE'S
TOMORROW NIGHT.

the First

at Philadelphia.

.
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Washington, D. C, Oct. 11. To determine if there is any foundation for
the numerous complaints received by
the department of justice against the
alleged lumber "trust," special agents
of the department are investigating
the operations of many trade associations and other organizations in all
parts of the country. Agents in Minneapolis, St. Paul, Chicago, St. Louis,
Kansas City and smaller cities east
have already turned in their reports.
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Fifty Four Hours After Ex- This .Is HoDe ExDressed
.
plosion Rescuers Strike
Delegates At Dutch supFirst Bodies
per Last Night.

f

Pop-

Raised Price of Lumber.
Oct. 11. Complaints
Washington,
have been made by dealers and builders that the price of dressed lumber
13 fixed by
agreement and unduly
raised by powerful interests which
control the lumber industry. The
charges of a blacklist and a division
of territory was also made.
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Minority Makes Report But Good Roads Commission Is Department of Justice Deter
It Is Table by Vote of
mined to Get at the
Making Fine Progress
57 to 33
in This County
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That Santa Fe will always remain
capital of New Mexico, the Sunshine State, and that the businessmen of that capital will unite all the
eonimfcrcial bodies into one efficient
and prosperous
Chamber of Commerce for the benefit of that capital
was the hope expressed in half a dozen or more addresses delivered at the
smoker and Dutch supper given last
night by the Citizens' Entertainment
Committee of Santa Fe to the delegates to the constitutional convention.
From S p.'ni. until long after midnight the citizens entertained the delegates nearly four score in number,
and on their part the delegates en
tertained the business men with
their snappy talks on subjects of the
present moment.
It was a splendid gathering in the
rooms of the Commercial Club and
one that may result in great good,
bringing as it did together the constitution makers and the men whose
business interests will always keep
them residents of the peerless capital
of New Mexico.
On behalf of the citizens of Santa
Fe were such speakers as President
Itufus J. Palen of the First National
Bank and Attorney A. B. Renehan.
The delegates were represented by no
less an orator than Charles A. Spiess,
president of the constitutional convention, Dr. W. E. Garrison, delegate
from Mesilla Park, Dona Ana county;
Judge A. B. Fall, of Three Rivers,
Otero county; J. H. Crist, from
Rio Arriba county; M. L. Stern
from Albuquerque, Bernalillo county,
and Green D. Patterson, of Kenna,
Chaves county.
All the speakers talked right from
the shoulder, emulating the example
of that western philosopher who said
that every one should so live as to
look every man in the eye, and so
forth.
Mr. Crist raised
gales ot
laughter In discussing the proper way
of entertaining visitors and emphasizing the comfort ot leather covered
chairs. Mr. Patterson also created
much laughter In his sallies about
farmers who "farm the farmers" and
Mr. Stern amused the legal minds before him by declaring that the constitutional convention is made up of 99
lawyers and himself, the only one not
a lawyer but seemingly appointed
by Divine right to be the Moses to lead
them out of the wilderness.
After the oratorical fireworks, the
"Dutch supper" was brought forth
and was a hunger satisfying affair,
indeed.
The citizens' committe was congratulated by everyone for the success of
the entertainment which will soon be
Ui

Mo-ner-

repeated while the delegates still are

in the city.

ENTER HANDKERCHIEF
Rainy River, Minn., Oct. 11. Relief
AND DEPART COLLAR.
is arriving for tne stricken people of
Beaudette, Sponer and Rainy River
San Antonio, Texas, Oct. 11. Withdistrict. Six carloads of supplies,
in a few months the uniforms and
tents, clothing and food have already
equipment of the soldiers at Fort Sam
arrived and Sheriff Ifazen and 20
Houston, as well as the United States
15
Gill
and
men
with
depties
Sergeant
PRESIDENT OF ARIZONA CONarmy in general, will undergo a radi
of the state militia from Bemidiji
VENTION MAKES SUGGESTIONS. cal change. Information
has been rehave been g'ven charge. The tents
ceived here tnat tne recommendations
are being erected and suppiles distrib- Asks
That He Be Eliminated From of the infantry equipment board have
uted.
been approved by the war departthe Rules Committee to Prevent
Under Martial Law.
ment. It is understood that the servCharges of Undue Control.
ice hat, the short overcoat, or pea
Rainy River, Oct. 11. The devasthe sweater, the shelter hat,
tated district is still so filled with
jacket,
11.
To
obviate
Oct,
Phoenix, Ariz.,
smoke that no further attempt will
the
and the dispatch case are
poncho
influot undue
be made to locate the bodies until fur- any further charges
features of the new equipment.
been
as
such
ence
had
and
control,
Of these the most radical reform
ther reinforcements arrive. The counin conection with the national will be the
try is practically under martial law made
replacing of the ordinary
and last night the streets of Rainy House of Representatives, President athletic sweaters in common use but
River were paroled by 60 armed Hunt, at the opening of the constitu- are more like the jersey and will but
tional convention, suggested that he ton up in front with
guards.
bright brass butbe eliminated from the rules commit- tons. In lieu of collars handkerchiefs
A
set11.
small
Oct.
Clementson,
'
tee.
will be worn .around the neck, these
t ;
tlement, ten miles east, was burned
The report, of the committee on com- handkerchiefs to be of olive drab col
yesterday. At various points between
Warroad and Rainy River 139 bodies mittees provided for a standing com- or and 24 or 25 inches square.
Situation Serious.
The short overcoat, or pea jacket.
of mittee to conduct the convention and
Paris, Oct. 11. The effect of this have been located. Twenty-sitwenty-oncommittees for the draft- has been selected to replace the presaction may be peculiar as the govern- these have been identified. The air is
ing of the different sections of the ent long overcoat. However, the cavment will take advantage of the law improving.
alry board is opposed to this change
constitution.
railit to muster the
and it may not be adopted. Another
road employes into twenty days serv- SUPREME COURT REfeature will be the elimination of the
TERRITORY WOOL WILL
ice as reservists thereby subjecting
blunket roll so long associated with
ASSIGNS TRUST CASES.
ADVANCE SHORTLY.
It is
them to military discipline.
the appearance of the soldier. Under
be
to
will
believed that this
applied
the new arrangement the entire load
GovWas
Done
at
of
This
Request
all railroad employes with a view to
Stock of Staple is Comparatively of equipment is to be
Be
on
Will
ernment
placed on the
Heard
prevent a second strike? It might evSmall Scoured is Now Selling
soldier's back, his arms being left
January 3, Next Year.
en be applied to the strikers, who as
at 64 to 65 Cents.
free to handle the gun. This, it is
reservists might be compelled to fill
said, will allow a full expansion of
11.
D.
The
Oct.
Should
the
C,
governWashington,
their own Jobs.
11. Trading on the chest and will greatly add to the
Oct.
Mass.,
Boston,
recourt
today
ment call on the strikers as reservists United States supreme
Values appearance of the army. From the
the situation will be serious as the assigned the tobacco cases under the the wool market remain quiet.
front view none of the equipment can
law for argument are no higher but some dealers be
strikers have voted not to respond to Sherman anti-trubo seen, the blanket and other utensuch a call. The whole northern part on January 3. This was done at the lieve that territory wool will advance sils
being so rolled on his back that
of
terri
The
stock
shortly.
staple
Standof France is affected by the strike request of the government. Tne
can sleep without much discomhe
small
and
wool
is
tory
comparatively
and the lines to Berlin and Brussels ard Oil cases were also reassigned for
the clean cost is now 64 to 65 cents. fort in full equipment.
are paralyzed.'
hearing on January 3.
The insignia of office, instead of be
The corporation tax cases are also Fair trade is reported in both grease ing stripes for the
in
well
as
as
and
scoured
California
set for a rehearing.
it is said will consist of a
small packages. Eight months' test staff,
X RECEPTION TO DELEGATES- .J8
badge
pinned upon the sweater. It Is
AT PALACE. X ELEVEN YEAR OLD
X
pulled wool is moving moderately.
,
claimed that:hese changes in uniform
X
This evening from 8 to 11 X
BOY IS KIDNAPPED.
and equlpint are being made along
Jt
X o'clock, the ladies of
Hold-Up- s
and Burglaries at Raton
the advanced lines followed by the naX Mexico Museum Auxiliary will X
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 11. The At Raton, Jake Burch, a saloonkeeper tions of Europe and it is said will add
X be hostesses at the Palace ot X police were asked yesterday to assist was held up but the hold-up- s
secured to the effectiveness of the
fighting maX the Governors to the Delegates X in a search for Frank Garcia, the 11 nothing of value from him. The resi- chine of
the republic.
X to the Constitutional Conven-- X year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank dence of E. J. Dedman was broken
'
X tion who will at that time X Garcia, of 510 Keleher avenue, who into but the
burglar was frightened LOUISVILLE, KY, MAKES
X have an opportunity" to visit X
last Saturday morning. away. Two show girls at the Palace
disappeared
VERY SMALL GAIN.
X the beautiful Puye and Fri- - X All parts of the city and
surrounding hotel had their room invlded by a Washington, Oct. 11. The populaX Joles rooms. The public is X
country have been searched, without burglar who secured between five and tions of Louisville is 223,923, an inX invited.
X success, and the parents of the lad six dollars In change and gave the crease of
19,197 or 9.4 per "cent over
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX believe that he has been kidnapped. girls a thorough scare.
1900.

Paris, Oct. 11. The employees of
the Northern railroad struck early toof the system is
day and the tie-upractically complete. Several acts ot
violence occurred and several were injured. At Et. Quentin, the track was
torn up and the military have taken
possession of several stations and
have been posted along the road to
protect the property. Ill feeling has
existed for some time on account of
the refusal of the company to increase
the wages of the men to a minimum
of a dollar a day and other concessions. The strike threatens to spread
to the state line.
Strike on Military Basis.
Paris, Oct. 11. The French cabi
net In special session today voted to
place the Northern railroad strike on
a military basis and to utilize engineers and firemen of the navy to insure service on the line tied up by
the strikers.
p
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marvelous productive choice from now. Read the advertise
brought
HERE IS A REMEDY THAT be
ness when properly handled, it is un ment
WILL CURE ECZEMA
That the lnaredititR are of full
surpassed in the west.' laos valley
to

r Old

Whaaf

"WE PROVE IT."

imoeriaS

Flour

Jersev Cream
Pansy
Bobolink

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH

'

inter Grocery Co. i
outheait Corner Plaza, Santa Fa.

g

No. 40

TaUphon

Editors Organize
editors of
The
the southwest at Albuquerque last
week organized a press association.
The following temporary organization
was effected:
President, Nestor Mon- toya, of Albuquerque; Juan Florence
of Las Vegas, vice president; batur-ninBaca of Belen, secretary, and
Marcial Valdez of Las Cruces, treaswill
urer. Permanent organization
in a few weeks at a meettake
Spanish-America-

n

Spanish-America-

o

place

ing at Albuquerque.

Incendiaries at Work at Tucson
the
A second fire at the shops of
Southern Pacific railroad at Tucson,
Arizona, has been'traced to incendiaries. The burned end of a fuse was
found at the site of the fire which
destroyed the carpenter shops and
storehouse. A portion of the general
shops was destroyed a week before.
There is a possibility of the shops beGrant
to Lordsburg,
ing removed
ROUID
IHE QUILT
county, on account of the labor or
ganization in Arizona.
Grand jury The
Eddy County
A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT.
at PaHohnii Fddv county,
(
mH
(By Elizabeth Barrett Browning.)
h
tv,,, for rotumfid eieht true bills
What was he doing, the great god and thrpp tin true bills. Those in
Pan,
dicted are: John Lee of altering
Down in the reeds by the river?
check; Francisco Carasco for violaSpreading ruin and scattering ban, o tion of deadlv weaDon act: Tobe Long
for abduction, etc.; Bat Harris, for
Splashing and paddling with hosts
a eoat.
murder, cnange ot venue to vuuve.
for
Ar-breaking the golden lilies afloat county, granted; Toribio Olguin
on the river.
uniawtuny mscnarging pisioi m wuipWith the dragon-flment; David E. House for manslaught- er. Harris was indicted for the slayPan,
out
a
the
god
great
He tore
reed,
o

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

A

News.

Why waste time and money experi-lomenting with greasy salves and
tions, trying to drive the eczema germ
from underneath the skin when the
Capital Pharmacy guarantees ZEMO.
a lpan limiid nreDaration for external
use to rid the skin of the germ life
that causes the trouble.
In over 2.000 towns and cities in
America, the leading druggist has the
agency for ZEMO and he will tell you
of the marvelous cures made by this
clean, simple treatment. ZEMO is
most
recognized as the cleanest and
eczema,
for
treatment
nnnnlar
pimples, dandruff and all other forms
of skin or scalp affections wneiner on
infant or grown person. Will you try
a bottle on our recommendation?
The Capital Pharmacy.

CALL MM SEE FOR
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

strength and absolutely fresh in the
prescriptions put up by them is what
the Capital Pharmacy is assuring you
in their advertisement today. They
aiso tell you how competent their
pharmacist is to put up your prescriptions. Read the ad.
From 42 to 71. That was the range
in temperature yesterday, the maxi
mum being at 1 p. m. and the mini
mum at 4:4ft a. m. The averaere rela
tive humidity for the day was low,
for the maximum was only 34 and the
minimum was 20, making the average
27 per cent.
The lowest temperature
during last night was 48 degrees
which was the temperature at 6
o'clock this morning.
Yesterday af
ternoon was marked by increasing
cloudiness and threatening weather
at night.

UP.j

'

r

Funeral of Mr. Watson The
of Guy Porter Watson who died
Sunday at his residence, 243 Agua
Fria street, took place at 4 o'clock this
afternoon, the Rev. B. P. Summers,
pastor of the Methouist Episcopal
The pallbearers
church, officiated.
were: varies-uiossonjonn tiampei,
Virgil Sparks, George Tryon, Lupe
Borreeo and Swanson Harry. Inter
ment was made in Fairview cemetery.
Mulligan and Rising, undertakers, had
charge of the arrangements.

Shoes.

Regal leathers never "burn
vour feet. Regals give you a
snug, easy fit no pinching, no loose
rubbing. Whether you are
s,
or
standing cr walking
all day long, Kegals are always
comfortable
always stylish
and serviceable.
in-doo- rs

try

out-door-

;

rium iuc ucci.,
The limpid water turbidly ran
lay,
And the broken lilies
had fled away,
And the dragon-flEre he brought it out of the river

mamoinls. W atcbes.llw fes
Jewelry , Silver ware. Decorated China. Movnlties,
Leather and Leather Knmiy

i
ruiu... Cw.rf Furnitu
serious fire involving the complete
destruction of J. J. Redding s resi
dence nnnirrpfl
vesterday morning,
Mrs. Redding was engaged with her,
morning's work when a neighbor lady
rushed in and gathered up one of the
children told her to get out,
e--

8

6--

house

. ,i

was on fire.

Mrs.

quickie
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HEATING STOVES THAT HEAT

h.he

SHOE SHOP

WORK

O

IN OUR LINK DONE TO ORDER

heater that w i
burn less fuel and
radiate more heat
than any other make
on the market

one-hal-

Send for prices for tanninft and lining'
furs and hides for rugs and robes

all kials
Highest prices paid for raw furs of

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

. n a ritvnu

SANTA FE. N. M.

PHONE
BLACK

k

MULLIGAN

W

RISING

Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers
NIGHT
PHONE

DAY &

PICTURE
5

130

FRAMING

125

RED
TASTEFULLY

SATISFACTORILY

AND

PALAOBi

AVE

DONE.

WSSSSHV

hin He ciO lim

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
SOLE AGENTS

Cher- district has been established at
uc
win
it
county,
ryvale, San Miguel
direcDistrict No. 94, and the school Morri-tors are: Otto Haem, Harry

FOR
:

i

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

flew. Hay,

LEO

Schweiger.
a r.nnn CROP "Speaking oi pea
muHnir in Taos valley, it was inter
rais
esting to learn that Tom Bryan wem
ed peas out on his rancn tnat
S7 hushels to the acre, constant evi
dence comes to view which proves
certain crops in this vauey can

HERSCH

TV

Grain, Potatoes,

Sail and Seeds

PoXpriL

Buggies and Saddle Horses

111

ipwrim
DIAMONDS

QB

i1

YOllTZ

MANUFACTURER OF

Right Pr.c.,
Right Goods
Right Sorvlco

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JtWCLKT

rmi

"nad

Data Methods

rn Class. China and Silverware
SANTA

B 345 San Francisco St.

"

.

FE, N. M.

rv. m,
--

Monday.-

r -pilot Msln.s. by- iMis ml; .
best grades for a reasonable price.
".u-v- .
Eivery can ol uur ruui ia
is made of the best white Lead ana
colors, giving a uniform
coat and spreading easily and smooth
i nese
ly without streaks or spots,
colors will not fade In the sun, and
they cover a large surface. One coat
of our Paint is as good as two of other

Mr and Mrs P M. Dolan will receive
the eminent guest, and on Tuesday he
will be entertained by Mr. and Mrs.
On Wednesday he
J. H. McCarthy.
Archbishop
Fe.
to
Santa
returns
visit has given Taos a great
HmI of nleasure. and is one of the en
to be
joyable events of the year. It is
him
hoped that he will carry with
kinds.
Riirh nleasant remembrances mat ne
will soon he with us again. While here
his Grace is the guest ot vainer
Gireaud." Taos Valley News.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County. ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm ot
F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
in the City of Toledo, County and
ctotP aforesaid, and that said firm
will paythe sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case oi
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before mt and subscribed

satisfaction assured
CUSS COR RICK'S HACK LINE orr?o0k.e Prop

HACK SERVICE

.

1

i
j

in my presence, this, 6th day of December, A. D., 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.
fSean
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
ally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

t'

Pit-aval- 's

WW
Denver,

Colo.,

TOPICS

Oct.

11.

The forecast is unsettled
weather with showers in north
portion tonight and Wednesday
but warmer weather tonight.

Penitentiary
Frank J. Willing of
terAlbuquerque were lodged in the
ritorial penitentiary yesterday by
Deputy Sheriff Dick Lewis to serve
from one to two years for larceny.
Neither of the two is of age.
That You Won't have long in which
to secure such wonderful bargains is
what M. W. Travis is telling you in
his advertisement today; also calling
attention to the fine line of hosiery
shoes, underwear, etc., to take your

.

WHOLESALE

23 1

AND RETAIL

Smitbir.g Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Telephone

ABStRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE

For i9 veart the onlv
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.

f ITCH

BATHS

Ageuts HO BBS LAUNDRY
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
laundry on onivionuaye ana lubsaays
and deliver
rnursuays ana r naays
All work is guaranteed; yo-- r'
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you dhirts. without
extra charge.

you Send for the doctor when
there is sickness in the house?

Telephone 85

85

As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract Do you know whether
rou have an absolute title to the property which vou now own?

Catron Biock

PHONE RED 122.

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & 8. F. Depot.

PLAZA BARBER SHOP

BATHS

Lump

CERR1LL0S

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

KERR'S

BATHS

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

s creened

nSU'tr6'

HERPICIDE, OE LUXE QUININE k

SlJwARCo'S We have it.

Kit' Hardware

OUR NEW FITCH
TREATMENT
of
From
is
Griegenheim
The Count
guaranteed to cure, (not only
Berlin will be in Santa Fe Thursday relieve. D ladruff, falling hair &
We also
evening of this week. .. The public is other scalp irritations.
invited to meet him at the Elks' the- carry a c jmplete une of all the
atre that evening at 8:15 o'clock.
hair ana facial tonics,
Frank popular
Lodged In the
C. Mitchell and

-

,

Charles W. Dudrow

CITY

- ICS

-l

Our line is composed of tho cplpb"Pf',rl
(Coles Hot Blast) which burns coal or
wood equally we 11.
Come in and let us point out to you the
superiorty of the Coles.

d

that

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE

FIRST

o.

Vegas.
marIssued- -A
Marriage License
Las
at
issued
been
riage license has
18,
aged
Jaramillo,
Anduea
to
Vegas
both of
22,
aged
Garcia,
Francisco
and
San Ignaclo.
w
Srhonl District A new school

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

7L
".t
anu jvir. niiu. ifii

WMf'fl!,!jlll!5HP-
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GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

-

if you buy from us.
You will also get a

half-sole-

EVERY DF.SORIPT10.N

pit

Is the kind you get

j

TAXIDtRfSIST TANNER & FURRIER

BROS. COMPANY,

YNNI'S

V,

VI

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

SEUGMAN

nn

n--

,

Goods.

-ant

$350 $400 $450 $500

lent, it cioansea
atantly

,
hah.
i
""" 9SlPn
"i- - in
mat uiuugut uo v,D,.
can,
anu
an
room,
ujjemu5 u.
With his hard, bleak steel at the pa VJJ adjoining
bv the
Oil
HUB M,liivw. nvpr(.ome
NICK
.
tient reed,
f ,lnnn
vo,i
her.
in-;
Tf
Till there was not a sign of a leaf
rushdeeu
ed to the bed an'd grabbed the little
To prove it fresh from the river.
tramdy.
as it could not have survived many;
Pan,
did
the
god
great
He cut it short,
minutes. Almost the first to arrive on
24 E SAN FRAN6ISC0 ST
(How tall it stood in the river!)
children from the
were
the
the
scene,
Then drew the pith, like the heart of
nearby school who immediately saw
a man.
s
the hopelessness of saving the build-- j
Men's
(nailed) - - 75c
Steadily from the outside ring,
- 50c
nan
and
removing the furniture,
soles' - juauies'
began
ing,
And notch'd the poor dry empty thing and it is
50c
due to them thatj Rubber heels
largely
river.
the
sat
as
he
In holes,
by
FIRST CLASS WORK
most of the household goods were sav-- ,
GUARANTEED.
ed. with the exception of that contain-- , j
'This is the way," laugd tne great ed in the room where the baby was
god Pan,
sleeDinc. Mr. Heading s loss is a ssei-- ,
(Laugh'd while he sat by the river,) ious one, as it was 'nsured for only
"The nnlv way since gods began
f
its value, and they lost
sue- - about
To make sweet music, they could
most of their clothing, but he says he
when he
hole in does not consider the loss,
I For
Best Laundry Work
Then, dropping his mouth to a
thinks how fortunate they are in hav
the reed,
aKe
baby.-La
afwui
ing alive
He blew in power by the river.
uanci icqvcj. xvj uuuajr iuc:uaj
Times
Taos "Arch- - Returns Thursday and Friday,
at
The
Archbishop
Sweet, sweet, sweet, O Fan!
bishop Pitaval will hold confirmation AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
Pioroinsr sweet by the river!
services at the cathedral tomorrow,
Blinding sweet, O great god Fan.
The archbishop arrived m ivirs. r xj. nxiuvn ntrtui
morning.
The sun on the hill forgot to aie,
on Wednesday evening from Fe-- I
Taos
Phone No. 23 Red
And the lilies reviv'd, and the dragon- nasco and was met at Ranchos by
fly
quite a procession of people, including
We Have Built Up
Came back to dream on the river.
the Kit Carson band, and escorted into
many
here
by
Taos. He was received
Yet half a beast is the great god Pan,
persons who lined the streets and
the
river,
sits
as
by
he
To laugh
gave him greeting. The distinguished
Making a poet out of a man;
churchman has been at Arroyo aeco
and
cost
The true gods sigh for the
and Arroyo Hondo during the past
nain
two days, conducting confirmation sernevermore
For the reed which grows
vices. The archbishop is warmly welit is
again
and
citizens
bv
Taos
onmpd
As a r;ed with the reeds in the
he
hoped that his stay among us may
river.
one that he will long remember witn
ot
name pleasure. Yesterday ,the Sisters
Casa de Ramona That is the
at
the
archbishop
entertained
Loretto
of
chosen for the new girls dormitory
at
the
is
he
guest
the convent; today
the Normal University at Las Vegas. home of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Jose mod
Pnrr.unine Cauaht in Ulty Arumi
vk

Comfort'
able

Men's
Kegal

'i'ha new Vnrlnol

i

Hiirh on the shore sat tne greai gUu

A

Slyliih,

MARVELWhirlinnSpray

'A

,

the river;
While
turbidly flow'd
...
,
. .
And hack a ana new u as a

ia iutercbiud aud shonUt know
&DOUC me wunueriui

u

&

iSien of
JTJiGAl

y

.

That's what we promise you if you
visit our store tor a pair or Kegal

Tin

,

If you want anyvumg on earth
a New Mexican want Ad.

Solid Comfort In

THESAHTA FE ABSTRACT

Santa Fe, N,

M

Realty

&

Insn-anc- e

Agency

Tel Blatk

76

LIVERY STABLE

1

Fine Rigs, R liable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES
Dm Gaspar Avenue

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSS

THONB) RED 122.

Do

he 18 tne one who, through study and
DCCall56 training, is best fitted to treat the illness
successfully. THAT'S HIS BUSINESS.

I?rtrnnrA

"to compound scienti ically
rt
I?f:rkst.o.o
U S I ll 6 S S the medicine your doctor
UUl D
or-er- s.

And we are ihe best fitted through education,
and facility, to do his b:ddind.

ex-erien-

V V

MJ

O

BRING EVERY PRESCRIPTION TO US FORRSSULTS

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

p&e

I

IHE SANTA FE

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1910.

the use of any of the waters in this
state for any useful or beneficial purpose are hereby recognized and

WATER RIGHTS

LAWMAKERS

IF ALL OUR

WERE IN WASHINGTON! D. C.
They couldn't get better
cigars than they can get right here
in Santa Fe.

JUAN F. P0RTU0ND0

CIGARS

They are made by The Juan
F. 'Portuondo Cigar Mfg. Co.
that has been concentrating all
its efforts and enthusiasm on
this ONE BRAND since 1869!
Every Cigar is made carefully
by hand, male workers only.

You'll never know how
pleasant they really are
until you try a few.

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

FACE AND HEAD

"A."

Burned and
Afflicted for Months
Itched Used Cuticura and He
was Cured in Three Weeks
Not Even a Scar Left.

Through Academic course, preparing young
men (or college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West U ao e'evatlcn of 1,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, bnt
Ittle rain or do-- during session.
Eleven Officers, and Instructors, all graduates from statdard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern In all respects.
A. Cahoon, President; W
REGENTS-- E.
G, Hamlltoj, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W M. Atkinson Secretary, and W,
A Flnlay
For particulars an1 Illustrated catalog

"As a grateful mother, I feci It my duty
to thank you fur th cure of my little son

vto

i

THREK.

PAG

was atmrted for
about eight months with
sores all over his head,
back of his neck and
nearly all his face. We
tried all kinds of remedies
without any relief. We
even employe'! a gooc
and I am sure
physician
he triii his very hest to
cure my poor funering
lit If hov.
But. alast
instead of rttiig better
he went for the worse.
His head was literally covered it h scabs
and ucty sores mid his cries Kept u awake
throughout the long night. Ihi--l aa to keep his
his
hands in cloves to prevent ; scratc-hinhead, as he was douhtlej-- MirTerine from
burning and itching h nsation, and was con
slaiitly trying to put his bunds where it hurt
'At lat when lie was about three yean,
old, we saw an advcrtUiTiient of Cuticura and
I decided to try the irtues of the Cuticura
I bought one cake of Cuticura
Itemedit;s.
Soap, a box of Cuticura Ointment and a bottle
of Cuticura Resolvent. I ued them according
to directions and 1 urn happy to tell you the
little sufferer was cured in Uns than three
This was over a year ao and now
weeks.
his head is covered with a tine growth ol
luxuriant hair. Strange to fay, all thOb
unsightly sores did not even leave a scar
Mrs. G. O. C011 viilon, 1'iaucheville, La.f heih
ruary 26,1910."
The suffering which Cuticura Soap and
Cuticura Ointment have alleviated among
disfigured infants, children and
adults have led to their adoption in countless
homes as the purest, sweetest and most economical treatment for eczemas, and othei
itching, burnt ne humors of the skin and scalp,
A single set is often sufficient.

v

or water district, or the inhabitants
Convention.
thereof, is a franchise; and cannot be
ir
exercised except by authority of and
.'"is'
Judge G. A. Richardson of Roswell - in the manner prescribed by law.
Stu. 2. The right to divert anu apha8 made the following useful comDilation of constitutional provisions propnaie the unappropriated water
of the arid states on the question of ot auy natural stream to beneficial
uses, shall never be uenied. Priority
water rights and irrigation:
'address.
o!:
Colorado.
appropriation shall give the better
COL. JAS. W. WILL80N- wathose
as
the
5.
of
natural
between
water
Sec.
every
The
right
using
Superlntendent.
stream not heretofore appropriated ter; but wnen tne waters oi any natu
within the state of Colorado is hereby ral sneaia are not sufficient lor tne
declared to be the property of the services of all those desiring the use
public; and the same is dedicated to ot same, those using tne water fo
the use of the people of the state, sub- domestic purposes shall (subject to
Reyes Ledesma, J. J. Salazar, all ot proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
Cuba, N. M.
ject to appropriation as hereinafter sucu limitations as may be prescribed
over
time and place to cross-e- x
oy law) have the preference
provided.
Any person who desires to protest
amine
tbe
witnesses of said claimant
Sec. 6. The right to divert the un those claiming for any other purpose;
or
said
of
proof,
against the allowance
who knows of any substantial reason and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
appropriated waters of any natural anu tbose using the water for agriculstream to beneficial uses shall never tural purposes shall have preierence
under the laws and regulations of the that submitted by claimant
MANUEL
be denied. Priority of appropriation over those using the same lor manuOTERO,
Interior Department wny sucn, proof
shall give the better right as between facturing purposes. And in any or
Register.
should not be allowed will be given an
those using the water for the same ganized mining district, tnose using
at the
opportunity
Notice for Publication.
purpose; but when the waters of any tne water, for mining purposes, or
the
thue and place to
natural stream are not sufficient for milling purposes connected with min(013841)
Cuticura Remedies are sold throughout the eMV witnesses of said claimant, and to ofthe service of all those desiring the ing, snail have preference over those
ed world. Potter Oru & fhem. Corp., Hole Props, fer evidence In rebuttal of that subCoal Land Jemez Forest
Mailed
Boston.
Cuticura Book,
free,
use of the same, those using the wa- using the same lor manufacturing or
Small Holding Claim No. 4352.
"How to Care for and Treat tbe Sn and Hcalp."
mitted by claimant.
ter for domestic purposes shall have agricultural purposes, iiut tne usage
Department of the Interior,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
the preference over those claiming by such subsequent appropriators
United States Land Office.
Register.
for any other purpose, and those us- shall be subject to such provisions ot site, after which fhey will return to El
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept 5, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
ing the water for agricultural pur- iiw regulating the taking of private Paso tonight and probably come to AlPublication.
Notice
for
poses shall have preference over property tor puDlic and private use, buquerque Thursday. After spending
lowing named claimant has filed no
(013773)
those using the same for manufactur- an reterred to in section lourteen ot a day here the party will divide one
tice of Ihls intention to make final
Coal Jemez Forest.
Article 1, of this constitution,
ing purposes.
proof in support of his claim nnder
to
the
Garden
going
inspect
delegation
Small Holding Claim No. 4309.
Sec. 7. All persons and corpora
vneuever any waters have City project in Kansas and the other
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
bee. 4.
ot
the
Interior,
tions shall have the right of way bt,u, or shall be, appropriated or to the Pecos valley to iook at the Department
3, 1891 (26 Stats, 854), as amended
Office.
United
States Land
across public, private, and corporate ustu tor agricultural purposes, under Carlsbad
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
project.
1910.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6,
lands for the construction of ditches, a sale, rental, or dlstriuution thereof,
Stats, 470), and that said proof will
Notice is hereby given that the fol be made before Juan C.
canals, and flumes for the purpose of such sale, rental or distribution shall
Sandoval, U.
lowing named claimant has filed no S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M, on OcNotice for Publication.
pur oe deemed an exclusive dedication to
conveying water for domestic
final
to
make
his
tice
intention
of
(013804)
tober 24, 1910, viz:
poses, for the irrigation of agricultu- such use; and whenever such waters
Jose R. Mon-toyproof in support of his claim under
Coal Jemez Forest.
ral lands, and for mining and manu- so dedicated shall have once been
of Cuba, N. M, for the claim
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March 4352, in Sees. 28 and 29. T. 21
Small Holding Claim No. 3229.
facturing purposes, and for drainage, sold, rented, or distributed to any
N,
1891 (26 Stats, 854), as amended R. 1
upon payment of just compensation.
person who has settled upon or im- Department of the Interior,
W, N. M. P. M. .
1893
(27
act
of
21,
the
February
by
United States Land Office.
Sec. 8. The general assembly shall proved land for agricultural purposes
He names the following witnesses
Stats, 470), and that said proof will to prove his actual continuous AdSanta Fe, N. M., Sept. 7, 1910.
provide by law that the board of wan tne view of receiving the benetit
U.
SandovaL
Notice Is hereby given that the fol be made before Juan C.
verse possession of said tract for
county commissioners, in their re ot such water under such dedication,
on Octwenty years next preceding the surspective counties, shall have power, sucn person, his heirs, executors, ad- lowing named claimant has filed no S. Ct. Comr, at Cuba, N. M,
when application is made to them by ministrators, successors, or assigns, tice of his intention to make final tober 28, 1910, viz: Manuel Sanchez, vey of the township, viz:
Tran-siteither party interested, to establish snail not thereafter, without his con- proof in support of his claim nnder of Cuba, N. M, transferee of
J. J. Salazar, Dlonicio McCoy,
o
Martinez, for uhe claim 4309 in
reasonable maximum rates to be sent, oe deprived of tne annual use sections 1G and 17 of the act of March
Romero, CIrlaco C. de Baca, all
M.
M.
P.
1
N.
of Cuba. N. M.
charged for the use of water, whether ot tne same, when needed for domes- 3, 1891 (26 Silts., 854), as amended Sec. 7, T. 20 N, R. W,
He names the following witnesses
furnished by individuals or corpora tic purposes, or to irrigate the land by tbe act of February 21, 1893 (27
Any person who desires to protest
ad470), and that said proof will to prove his actual continuous
tions.
so bettled upon or improved,
against the allowance of said proof,
upon Stats.,
for
said
tract
of
verse
possession
or who knows of any substantial reaWyoming.
payment therefor, anu compliance be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
Section 1. The water of all natural with such equitable terms and condi- S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Oc twenty years next preceding the sur son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
streams, springs, lakes or other col tions as to, the quantity used and tober 29. 1910, viz: Telesfor Sandoval, vey of the township, viz:
lection of still water, within the limes of use, as may be prescribed by transferee of Carlos B. Romero, of J. J. Salazar, Ellas Sanchez, E. A. proof should not be allo-will be
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3229, In Miera, Apolonio Martinez, all of Cuba, given an opportunity at the
boundaries of the state, as hereby de law.
N.
M.
1
29
21
N.. R. W., N.
and 32, T.
clared to be the property of the state.
time and place to cross-Sec. 0. Whenever more than one Sees.
M. P. M.
Sec. 2. There shall be constituted person has settled upon, or
Any person who desires to protest examine the witnesses of said claimimproved
He names the following witnesses
a board of control, to be composed of land with the view of
the allowance of said proof, ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
receiving water to prove his actual continuous ad against
or who knows of any substantial rea- - of that submitted by claimant.
the state engineer and superintend- ior agricultural purposes,
under
verse possession
ii said tract for Fon under the laws and regulations of
ents of the water divisions; which' sale, rental or distribution
MANUEL R. OTERO,
thereof, as twenty years next preceding the sur
shall under such regulations as may in the last preceding section
the Interior Department why such
Register.
of this
of the township, viz:
be prescribed by law, have the superproof should not be allowed will be
such per- vey
arucie, provided as among
d
Ro given an opportunity at the
Crlstoval
Casados,
'
vision of the waters of the state and sons
Tranqullino
Notice for Publication.
priority in time shall give su- mero, Jose Andres Archibeque, Ata- e
of their appropriation, distribution and
time and place to
(013844)
periority of right to the use of such nacio
M.
of
N.
all
claim
Cuba,
Jaramillo,
diversion and of the various officers water in the numerical order of such
the witnesses of said
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
to
who
desires
Any person
protest ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
connected therewith. Its divisions to settlements or improvements: but
Small Holding Claim No. 4375.
be subject to review by the courts whenever the
against the allowance of said proof, of that submitted by claimant
Department of the Interior,
supply of such water or who knows of any substantial rea
MANUEL R. OTERO.
of the state.
United States Land Office.
snail not be sufficient to meet the de- son
under the laws and regulations
Sec. 3. Priority of appropriation mands of those
Register.
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept 5, 1910.
to
use
the of the Interior
desiring
such
for beneficial uses shall give the bet- same, such
Department why
Notice is hereby given that the folof right shall be
priority
will
allowed
should not be
be
ter right. No appropriation shall be subject to such reasonable
Notice for Publication.
lowing named claimant has filed nolimitations proof
at the above- given an
denied except when such denial is de- as to the
tice of his intention to make final
(013832)
of water used and mentioned opportunity
quantity
io crosstime
and
place
manded by the public interests.
Coal Land Jemez Forest
proof in support of his claim nnder
times of use as the legislature, having
examine the witnesses of said claim'
Sec. 4. The legislature shall by due
sections 16 and 17 of the act of Mardh
Small Holding Claim No. 4305.
both to such priority of
regard,
to
in
offer
evidence
and
rebuttal
ant,
$ law divide the state into four (4) wa- rlsht and the necessities of those
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
of the Interior,
Department
of that submitted by claimant.
ter divisions and provide for the apUnited States Land Office.
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
in time of settlement or imMANUEL R. OTERO,
portionment of superintendents there- provement, may by law
N. M, Sept 5, 1910.
Santa
Fe,
Stats, 470) and that said proof will
prescribe.
Register
of.
Notice is hereby given that the fol be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
Sec. 6. The legislature shall pro5.
Sec.
There shall be a state en- vide by law the manner
lowing named claimant has filed no- S. Ct Comr, at Cuba, N. M, on Ocin which
Notice for Publication.
gineer who shall be appointed by the reasonable maximum rates may be estice of his Intention to make final tober 24, 1910, viz: Juan Montoya y
(013796)
governor of the state and confirmed tablished to be
proof In support of his claim under Montoya, of Cuba, N. M, for the
use
for
the
of
charged
Coal Jemez Forest.
by the Senate; he shall hold his of- water
16 and 17 of the act of March claim 4375 in Sees. 15 and 16, T. 21
sections
or
rented
sold,
distributed for
Small Holding Claim No. 1353.
fice for the term of six (6) years, or
1891
3,
(26
Stats, 854), as amended N, R. 1 W, N. M. P. M.
or
useful
beneficial purpose.
Department of the Interior,
until his successor shall have been any
He names the following witnesses
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Office.
Washington.
Land
United
States
appointed and shall have qualified. He
470), and that said proof will to prove his actual continuous,
Stats,
ad
Section 1. The use of the waters of
1910.
N.
6.
M., Sept.
Santa Fe,
shall be president of the board of con- the state
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U. verse possession of said tract for
for irrigation, mining and
Notice Is hereby given that the fol S. Ct.
trol and shall have general superOc
on
N.
twenty years next preceding the surM,
Comr, at Cuba,
be lowing named claimant has filed nomanufacturing purposes shall
vision of the waters of the state and deemed
tober 24, 1910. viz: Antonio Salazar, of vey of the township, viz:
a
use.
public
final
to
his
of
make
intention
tice
of the officers connected with its disM. Reyes Lucero, Jose Andres ArCuba. N. M, for the claim In Sec. 14,
proof in support of his claim under T. 21 N, R. 1
tribution. No person shall be apN. M. P. M.
chibeque, Marcelino Salazar, Francis
W,
A
17
16
March
act
the
ot
of
RELIABLE
and
MEDICINE NOT A sections
He names the following witnesses Aragon, all of Cuba, N. M.
pointed to this position who has- - not
3, 1891 (26 Stats, 854), as amended to
NARCOTIC.
such theoretical knowledge and such
Any person who desires to protest
prove his actual continuous ad'
Get the genuine Foley's Honey and by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 verse
practical experience and skill as shall
possession of said tract for against the allowance of said proof, or
will
said
that
and
Tar
in
470),
the
proof
fit him for the position.
yellow packages. It is Stats.,
twenty years next preceding the sur who knows of any substantial reasafe and effective. Contains no opi- be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U. vey of the township, viz:
son under the laws and regulations
California.
Ocon
N.
S.
M.,
Ct. Comr., at Cuba,
Section 1. The use of all water ates. Refuse substitutes. Sold by The
Jose Jeronimo Aragon, Maurlcio of the Interior Department why such
tober 27, 1910, viz: Luciano Gonzales, Sanchez, Doiiaciano Lucero, all of proof should not be allowed will be
now appropriated, or that may hereaf- Capital Pharmacy.
of Cuba, N. M., for the tract 1, Sec. Cuba, N. M, and Juan A. Parraz, of given an
ter be appropriated, for sale, rental,
opportunity at the
34, and tract 2, Sees. 27 and 34, T. 21 Senorito, N. M.
or distribution, is hereby declared to ARMY ENGINEERS TO
time and piace to
1.
R.
W.
be a public use, and subject to the
the witnesses of said claimARRIVE THIS WEEK. N.,
Any person who desires to protest
witnesses
names
the following
He
regulation and control of the state, in
against the allowance of said proof, ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
to prove his continuous adverse pos or who knows of any substantial rea of that submitted
the manner to be prescribed by law;
by claimant
Expected to Arrive in Albuquerque on session of said tract for twenty years
son under the laws and regulations
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Provided, That the rates or compenor Friday of.This Week
of
Thursday
the
next
the
preceding
survey
sation to be collected by any person,
of the Interior Department why such
Register.
At Las Cruces Today.
township, viz.:
company, or corporation in this state
proof should not be allowed will be
TranDioniclo
J. J. Salazar,
McCoy,
d
for the use of water supplied to any
given an opportunity at the
Notice for Publication.
all
time and place to cross- cuy ana county, or city or town, or
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 11. The quilino Romero, Pulidor Martinez,
(013783.)
M.
N.
of
Cuba,
claim
examine the witnesses of said
the Inhabitants thereof, shall be fixed, board of United States army engiCoal Land Jemez Forest
to
who
desires
protest
Any
person
ant and to offer evidence in rebuttal
annually, by the board of supervisors, neers in charge of the work pf the
Small Holding Claim No. 1288.
or city, or town council, or othej gov- reclamation service of the govern- against the allowance of said proof, of that submitted by claimant
of the Interior,
Department
rea
substantial
of
any
MANUEL R. OTERO,
erning body of such city and county, ment, now on a tour of inspection of or who knows
United States Land Office,
or city, or town by ordinance or oth the projects in the west, will probably son under the laws and regulations of
Register.
Santa Fe. N. M, Sept 5, 1910.
the Interior Department why such
erwise, in the manner that other or arrive in Albuquerque
or
Notice Is hereby given that the folloThursday
be
will
allowed
should
not
be
dinances, or legislative acts or resolu Friday of this week and suitable ar- proof an
wing-named
Notice for Publication.
claimant has filed nogiven
opportunity at the
tions are passed by such body, and
e
for their reception are be(013821)
tice of his Intention to make final
time and place to
shall continue in force for one year rangements
Coal Jemez Forest.
made by the Commercial Club and
proof in support of his claim nnder
the witnesses of said claimand no longer. Such ordinances or ing
Small Holding Claim No. 3260.
sections 16 and 17 ot the act of March
citizens. The board is accompanied by ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
resolutions shall be passed in the Industrial Commissioner
Department of the Interior. ,
3, 1891 (26 Stats, 854), as amended
Wesley Mtr-rit- t of that submitted by claimant.
by
month of February of each year, and
Office.
United States Land
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and Industrial Agent R. E. Wiltake effect on the first day of July
1910.
N.
Santa
5,
Sept.
Fe,
M,
470), and that said proof will be made
Register.
thereafter. Any board or body fail- son, of the Santa Fe railway, who
Notice is hereby given that the fol- before Juan C.
Sandoval, V. 3. Ct
ing to pass the necessary ordinances passed through Albuquerque Sunday
nofiled
has
claimant
named
lowing
Notice for Publication.
Comr, at Cuba, N. M., on October 2i,
or resolutions fixing water rates, night enroute to El Paso in a private
of
final
to
tice
his
make
intention
013788.
Coal Jemez Forest
1910, viz: Francisco Aragon, ot Cuba,
where necessary, within such time, car to join the party; and is being
proof in support of his claim under N M, for the claim 1288, In Sees. 19
Small Holding Claim No. 1298.
sball be subject to peremptory pro- conducted by Frederick H. Newhall,
sections 16 and 17 ot the act of March and 20, T. 21
cess to compel action, at the suit of director of the reclamation service. Department of the Interior,
N, R. 1 W, N. M. P. M.
3, 1891 (26 Stats, 854), as amended by
He names the following witnesses
States
Office,
Land
United
any party .interested, and shall be lia- The board of engineers consists of
the
1893
of
act
Stats.
21,
(27
February
to prove his actual continuous adversa
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept. 7, 1910.
ble to such further processes and pen- Lieutenant Colonel John Blddle, Lieuand that said proof will be made
Notice Is hereby given that the follo- 470),
of said tract for twenty
alties as the legislature may pre- tenant Colonel William C. Langtitt,
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct. possession
claimant has filed nonext
years
scribe. Any person, company, or cor- Major Harry Burgess, Major William wing-named
preceding the survey of
Comr, Cuba, N. M, on October 26,
poration collecting water rates Jn any H. Marts, and Major Charles W. Kutz tice of his Intention to make final 1910, viz: Jose Francisco Aragon. of the township, viz:
city and county, or city, or town in and is also accompanied by Brigadier proof in support of his claim under Cuba, N. M, for the claim 3260, in J. J .Salazar, Jose Ramon Montoya,
Marcelino Salazar, Ciriaco C. de Baca,
this state, otherwise than as so es- General William L. Marshall, con- sections 16 and 17 of the act of March sees. 19 and 20, T. 21
N, R. 1 W, N. all of
Cuba, N. M.
tablished, shall forfeit the franchises sulting engineer to the secretary of 3, 1891, (26 Stats, 854), as amended M. P. M.
and waterworks of such person, com- the interior.
Any person who desitus to protest
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
He names the following witnesses
and that said proof will to prove his actual continuous adverse against the allowance of said proof,
pany or corporation to tHe city and
The party was expected to arrive In Stats, 470),
county, or city, or town, where the
be trade before Juan C. Sandoval, U. possession ot said tract for twenty or who knows of any substantial reaa
sev
Bame are collected, for the public use. El Paso yesterday after visit of
S. Ct Comr. at Cuba, N. M, on Octo- years next
preceding the survey of son under the laws and regulations
Sec. 2. The right to collect rates eral days to the Roosevelt project ber 29, 1910, viz: Francisco Atencio, the
of the Inferior Department why such
viz:
township,
River
Salt
the
and
the
Laguna of Cuba, N. M, for Claim in Sec. 34, T.
valley,
or compensation for the use of water
M. Reyes Lucero, J. J. Salazar, Apo- proof should not be allowed will be
d
supplied to any county, city and coun- dam near Yuma and other work of 21 N, R. 1 W, N. M. P. M.
lonio Martinez, Pulador Martinez, all given an opportunity at the
e
ty, or town, or the inhabitants there- the service in southern Arizona. This
Ke names the following witnesses of Cuba, N. M.
time and place to
of, is a franchise, and cannot be ex- morning traveling in Mr. Merritt's to prove his actual continuous adthe witnesses of said claimant,
who desires to protest
ercised except by authority of and In private car and a special Pullman, verse possession of said tract for Any person
the allowance of said proof. and to offer evidence In rebuttal rt
against
the manner prescribed by law.
they will arrive at Las Cruces and will twenty years next preceding the sur- or who knows of any substantial rea that submitted by claimant
be taken thence In automobiles to vey ot the township, viz:
Utah.
son under the laws and regulations of
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Section 1. AH existing rights to Engle and the Elephant Butte dam
'
Vinton Casadas, the Interior Department why. such
Register.
Felipe Atencio,
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

t

(he S:inta Fe Postoffice.

Daily, six months by mail

$3.50

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

' 1.00

2.00
.50

OFFICIAL PAPER CF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. I. is sent to
every postofflcb in the Territory, and has a large and growing tfrculatl i)
imong the Intelligent aao progressive people of the Southwest.

to the funds of the reclamation servTHE REPUBLIC OF PORTUGAL.
ice. Those funds are derived from
a
in
born
ben
has
day
A republic
the sale of public lands in the arid
a
which seems likely to last. It is not
and semi-aristates. The federal govvery rich or powerful commonwealth, ernment owns no lands in Texas, and
,
and
that
having less than
that
consequently it is impossible
half barren, of the area of the state of Texas should make any contribution
three-fifth- s
as
New York, and barely
to the reclamation fund.
much population. It. is true, there are
"Nevertheless the reclamation act
times
was extended to the state of Texas in
dependencies containing twenty
the area of the mother country, but order that the reclamation service
they are chiefly in equatorial Africa, might carry out its project to erect
and their productive capacity, notably a gigantic reservoir at Engle and proin rubber and cotton, has been lately vide for the reclamation of the privon the wane. The statement that there ately owned hind referred to, lying in
between Texas and embraced under that proexists a sacred agreement
Unit-- ,
England and Germany to divide these ject. The supreme court of the
colonies between them, in case of a ed States has declared that Congress
revolution in Portugal, clearly lacks has no authority to take any such acBut, as both Angola and tion; but the reclamation service peoprobability.
Africa are coterminus ple say that the extension of the reEast
Portuguese
German possessions, clamation act to Texas is good
and
with British
enough law for them, so long as it
there may well be an understanding stands.
between London and Berlin as to the
"Of course, if the reclamation servsteps to be taken to prevent these set- ice can adopt a project for the reclatlements from relapsing into anarchy mation of Texas land in the Rio Granin case of the hands of the metropoli- de valley it can do the same
thing in
tan being tied by civil war. It is al- the lower part of the Pesos valley.
no
such
contingenready obvious that
"What is to prevent the reclamation
cy is to be dreaded. The assent of the service from doing that very thing?
people to the new order, which is pri- Xo doubt much land could be reclaimmarily of military origin, appears to ed in Texas in the lower part of the
be somewhat languid, but it is suf- Pecos valley. Should this be done,
ficiently general to assure a peaceful what would the New Mexico people
transfer of the powers of the old gov say if the reclamation service should
ernment into the hands of the new. then put a stop to any further extenThat the men whom the new order sion of irrigation in the upper, or
has brought to the front, have no il New Mexico part of the Pecos valley,
lusions about the nature of the dls in order that the land in Texas lying
ease from which Portugal has been in the lower, or Texas part, of the
same valley might be reclaimed?"
suffering is clearly enough manifest in
spite of the rather stilted rhetoric of
THE DANGER.
their proclamations.
Portugal needs,
The greatest danger in the initiaeven more urgently than its neighbor
tive and referendum, as advocated by
Spain, the inauguration of "an epoch the radicals, lies in the
possibilities
of austere morality and immaculate
they suggest to one section of a large
if
be
would
But
it
justice."
singular
commonwealth directing them acainst
the republic should find ready to its another section. This was shown in
hand public servants free from the cor- the celebrated salmon net statutes of
ruption by which the monarchical Oregon, where the voters on the upregime was so hopelessly infected; it per Columbia
combined with other
would he oversanguine to assume that counties of the state
against the fishthe mere declaration of free institu- ermen on the lower part of the river.
tions is sufficient to purify the atmos- and the later to retaliate, effected a
phere alike of the halls of legislation combination which put the salmon
and the bureaus of administration. It fisheries on the upper river on the
is something gained, however, to have scrap heap. Thus in New Mexico, the
the restoration of honesty to the con- people of northern and central New
duct of public affairs in Portugal an- Mexico, who would like to use all the
nounced as a serious purpose, and waters of the Rio Grande themselves.
that, too, by men who have not been could effect a combination with the
identified with the flagrant corruption people of the lower Pecos valley,
out to them that Texas might
of the immediate past.
some day want the waters of the
Over seventy-fivcent
of
tne
per
Pecos, and with the people of San
population, exclusive of children un- J pan county by
demonstrating to
der six years, is illiterate. By a law them that Arizona and
Colorado might
enacted in 1844 primary education is insist upon having all the waters
of
compulsory; hut only a small fraction the San Juan, and with the neonle
of the children of the common people on the Canadian, the Gila, the San
have really attended school. It may hrancisco
and
other
interstate
be assumed that compulsory
educa- streams, and spike for many years, if
tion will become a fact under the new not for good, the Enele dam nroiect
regime, although the necessity of rais- in the Mesilla valley.
Or the growth of Albuquerque mieht
ing money to pay for it will not make
the task of the Republican reformers awaken the jealousy of rival towns,
more easy. Another problem awaiting who would combine and proceed by
solution is the make up of the Second means or the initiative and referen
Chamber, hitherto known
as the dum to take away the state university
House of Peers. By a law passed in and pass laws directed toward curb
1885 the gradual abolition of heredity ing the growth of the metropolis.
s
Or, the
of eastern New
peerages was decreed. Further, the
number of life peers appointed by the Mexico might follow the example of
king was not to exceed ninety, exclu- their brethren In Arizona find Insist
sive of the princes of the blod royal upon disfranchising the people of
and twelve bishops of the continental
descent.
dioceses. The nominated peers had
Thus, in a thousand and one wavs.
to be selected without limitation as to the initiative may become dangerous
class, although certain restrictions to vested interests, to constitutional
and disqualifications were imposed. It rights, to the stable order of business
will be interesting to note whether the and industrial enterprise. There , is
new Portugese republic becomes or- no need denying that sections, muni
ganized on a federal model, and cipalities and people are inherently
whether its upper legislative chamber selfisn and that if there is a wav of
an advantage at the expense
shall, like our own, be representative gaining
of the constituent states. The pro- of another section, or another town,
or another individual, the question of
gram which the leaders of the Repubor wrong will not have much
lican party have announced is a suf- right
For that reason there are
weight.
ficiently ambitious one, and will tax constitutional
guarantees and vested
all the resources of statesmanship
ngbts in every civilized country, euar- which they possess.
antees and
which under
d

four-fifths-

e

fire-eater-

Spanish-America-

n

.

DIFFERENCE OF OPINION.
The Albuquerque Tribune Citizen
goes at great, length into the position
of Colorado on the question of the distribution of the waters of the Rio
As a matter of fact, the
Grande.
Colorado view is just as one sided
and detrimental to New Mexico as is
the Texas view and New Mexico's interests lie with neither. This is what
the Denver Republican says of the
Texa3 view which is at present tying
up important Irrigation works that
would help Albuquerque as much as
they would Santa Fe and still would
not take from the Mesilla valley a
drop of water:
"The Pecos is a river which rises In
New Mexico and flows into Texas, fin
ally joining the Rio Grande within the
limits of Texas. Geographically It is
almost parallel with the Rio Grande.
Both flow south, both enter the state
of Texas. They are parallel also in
regard to the problems they present
.with respect to irrigation.
"The Texas people In and adjacent
to El Paso have joined hands with
the reclamation service in demanding
that there shall be no further development or extension of irrigation in New
Mexico north of the site chosen for
the proposed Engle reservoir. That
reservoir is to supply water with
which to irrigate certain privately
owned lands lying partly in the extreme southern part of New Mexico,
partly In Texas and partly in the re' ,
public of Mexico.
'Texas does not contribute a dollar
A
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Entered as Second Class Matter

FIFTEEN DEMOCRATIC LAWYERS
Of the twenty-ninDemocratic
members of the constitutional convention, fifteen, or more than half, are
lawyers. Several of them rank very'
high as corporation lawyers and of
the rest, not one would refuse a nice
fat fee, even if it was offered by a corporation. There is no reflection on
the Democratic party in this, in fact,
it is an evidence of wisdom. But it
does sound shallow in the light of
these statistics, that the Democratic
press should insist that the convention is dominated by lawyers and corporations. Says the Carlsbad Current
for instance, and Eddy county Demo
crats sent one of their most brilliant
attorneys who is not ashamed that
corporations have found him to be a
good lawyer and have therefore re
tained him:
"That corporate influence will dominate the constitutional convention of
New Mexico goes without saying,
Corporation lawyers own the Republican party and dominate its acts so
now we will see when the constitu

the
rights
initiative and referendum, would be
come the football of sectional
jealousies and ambitions and of nonular
caprice.
The Colorado

Supreme Court has
declared the fantastic "two bit" law
passed by the
legis
lature Of that State uneonKHtntinnal
The XTnited States Supreme Court is
just as likely to call the Oregon sys
tem or tne initiative and referendum
unconstitutional. Neither the "two-bit- "
law nor the initiative and referendum square with the spirit or the
letter of the United States constituc

tion.

The Dallas, Texas, News comments:
"With a population of 327 fins Npw
Mexico moves up several pegs from
her recent rank as the forty-fiftlarg
est state in the Union. The Territory
has left the District of Columbia be-hind and may also pass ahead of Montana, leaving Utah and North Dakota
her nearest rivals for the forty-firs- t
place in the rank of states."

1

tion is written just what the rich corporations want, for they are sure to
get all they ask for."
As a matter of fact, the corpora
tions want nothing, ask for nothing.
With the rest of the people they ex
pect a square deal,, they expect protection of property and vested rights.
And that they shall have, no more
and no less. The following from the
Artesia Advocate, therefore seems
silly hut illustrates the effort of the
Democratic press to stir up class
hatred:
"The things confidently
predicted
by the Adovate for the past two years
are happening at Santa Fe. The trust
interests are in complete control. The
people will be presented with a trust-madconstitution and we are inclin
ed to believe that they will accept it.
The sixteen votes cast against Spiess
for president of the convention rep
resent the extreme strength of the
protestors against the dominations of
the machine. This fact is recognized
at last even by the Tribune-Citizewhich up to the present has expressed
the hope that something along the
line of direct legislation might be
n

hoped for.
"The Advocate believes that if a
good constitution is not presented it
ought to be voted down and the con
vention called together again, and
shall urge that upon the people just
as President Taft urged it upon the
people. Still,, we are impelled to concede that we are not at all sanguine
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Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 4372.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5. 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), a3 amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that saia proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 25,
1910, viz: Mauricio Sanchez, of Cuba,
N, M for the claim 4372 in Sec. 7,
T. 29 N., R. 1 W., and Sec. 12, T. 20
N., R. 2 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez,
Sam Wiggins, Elias Sanchez, all of
Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should iot be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
above-mentione- d

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1910.

Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given an
opportunity at the
e
uuie ana piace io
witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal of that submitted by dlaimant.

(013802.)

Coal Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 1922.
Denartment of the Interior,
United States Land office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 27,
1910, viz: Maroelino Salazar, of Cuba,
N. M., for the claim 1922 in Sec. 21, T.
21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Tranquilino Romero, Dionlcio Mc
Coy, Ciriaco C. de Baca, Reyes Ledes-mall of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given an

a,

above-mentione- d

above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

lie

J. B. HAD, Casniei.

President,

nm

McKAKE, Assistant

Casnkr

First Nations! lank
OF SANTA FE.

Thm Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mox'oe. Established in 1370

Notice for Publication.

Republication.

Not Coal Jemez Forest.
Department of the Interior,
$150,000
Capital Stock
U. S. Land Office Santa Fe, N. M.
80.000
Undivided
and
Profits
1910.
Surplus
September 6,
Notice is hereby given that Juan M.
Velasquez, of Coyote, N. M., who, on p
ansacts
general banking business in all its brunches,
July 27, '08, and June 30, 1910, made cj Loans
on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
money
Homestead entries 0467 and No.
collateral
and
013711 for SE
NW
personal
NE
security. Buys and sells IvnJs and
NE
SW
NE
S
NE
NE ,jj stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys a:iJ sells
N
SE
NE
Sec. 19, and 2 domestic and
and
ti .,sfcr
makes
foreign
exchange
telegraphic
W
NE
N Wl-and NW 4
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
NW
of section 20, township 21 N,
range 3 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has i as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
filed notice of intention to make final r
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate ol three
five year proof, to establish claim to
5 per cent per annum, on six months' er
the land above described, before Eli-seyears' time. Liberal
f livestock aiiv'
Lucero, probate clerk at Tierra 5 advances made on consignments
products.
Amarilla, N. M., on the 25th day of
The bank executes ail orders of its patrons in the ba.ikin line,
1910.
October,
and aims to extend to tham as liberal treatment in ail respects,
Claimant names as witnesses:
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- Placido Archuleta, Luciano de Her-rerFlorencio Vigil, Ygnacio Trujlllo, 2 ing. Safety deposit boxes for real The patronage of tke
all of Coyote, N. M.
public is rcspecfully solicited.
MANUEL
4

4

4

4

2

2

4

2

4

4

1--

4

o

a1

R. OTERO,

.

Register.
Notice for Publication.
(013792.)

Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 1305.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe. N. M.. Sent. K. 191.'.
Notice Is hereby eiven that the fol.
lowing-nameclaimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
tne act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats..
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
Comr., nt Cuba. N M.. on October 25
1910, viz;
Jose Jeronimo Aragon, of
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 1305 in
Sees. 11, 12, 13 and 14. T. 21 N.. R. 1
W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
tne townsmp, viz:
Antonio Salazar, Benigno Chavez,
Felis Montano, Donpciano Lucero .all
of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations' of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be.
given an opportunity at the above- mentioned time and nlace to cross-eamine the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

THE

PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

d

of the Best Hotels

One

Cuisine and
Tablp Service
Unex eel p d

in

the West

Large Sample,
Room for Commercial Travelers

1

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

The Claire Hotel
Santa Fe, New Mexico
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENTrenovated arid neatly furnished.
Every room steam heated.

Completely

-

Fireprocf

x

Rooms $1.00 to $2 00 per day.
50 cents and up.

European plan.

Meals

J C. DIGNE0,

.

Proprietor..

d

d

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot

We Are

if

How

supper ready to eat and you will not
Our Increasing patronage Is the
wait.
beat proof that

Serving

iwe

to

w merit yours.

THE HOTEL CORONADO61,
RATES 81.00 A DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

1--
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1--

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

.'.

The only first class Hotti in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water
in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE lrf

'

the Olty la connection with Hotel. First class service
guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to
traveling
men.
Give us a trial If you want flrst class service.
Oorner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.

i

GRAND SPECIAL SALE
ON EVERYTHING IN THE HOUSE

above-mentione- d

FROM NOW UP

cross-examin-

INCLUSIVE

TO

AND

OF OCTOBER

15th.

'

d

THIS

MEANS

THAT WE

ADOLF

DRY GOODS, CLOTHING,

CARR- Y-

STRICTLY

SHOES

HIGH-GRA-

AND EVERTHING

MERCHANDISE.

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

a

Wells Fargo &
Express
General

Express Forwarders

Tran-quilin-

sand-baggin- g

Denver Post, Democratic,
seems peevish about, its own party for
it remarks in its leading editorial on
Saturday of last week: "And the hill
met its death, where every popular
measure of the session was killed, at
the hands of a 'Democratic senate.' "
Not much hope of the people getting
a square deal where the Democratic
bosses dominate.
The

PALEN.

MANUEL B, OTERO,
Register.

and that the chances are that whatever the convention does will be endorsed at the polls. The reason for
this belief is that the people are not
organized and the interests are. The
Democratic cohorts are demoralized
while the solid strength of the Republican party will be thrown in favor of opportunity at the
e
the
the adoption of the constitution."
time and place to
witnesses of said claimant, and to ofNotice for Publication.
NECESSITY
OF PHYSICAL CUL- fer evidence in. rebuttal of that sub(013790.)
TURE.
mitted by claimant.
Coal Jetaez Forest.
One need hut stand near a public
MANUEL R, OTERO,
Small Holding Claim No. 1302.
school building and watch the many
Register.
of the Interior,
Department
stooped-backed- ,
undeveloped
United States Land Office.
children pass, to be impressed
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 7, 1910.
Notice for Publication,
with the necessity of physical culture
Notice is hereby given that the follo(01J768.)
as a regular feature in the public
wing-named
claimant has filed no
Coal Jemez Forest.
schools. Without good health and phytioe of bis intention to make final
5374.
No.
Claim
Small
Holding
sical vitality, book learning is of litproof in support of his claim nder
tle consequence. It is next to a crime Department of the Interior,
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
United States Land Office,
to permit children to grow up with
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 7, 1910.
weak bodies when proper attention
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
fol
Notice is hereby given that the
and exercise would bring strength
470), and that said proof will be made
claimant has filed no- before JuaD C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
and health. Probably no more con- lowing-namespicuous example of the results of tice of his intention to make final Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 29,
proper exercise could be cited than proof in support of his claim under 1910, viz: Abelina Aragon de Lucero,
that of President Roosevelt, who in sections 16 and 17 of the act of March widow of Jose Nasario Lucero, for the
his youth was anemic and inclined to 3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by claim 1302 in Sees. 20 and 21, T. 21 N.,
consumption but who by exercise in the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
the open air made a robust man of 470), and that said proof will be made
He names the following witnesses
himself.
The Santa Fe schools had before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct. to prove his actual continuous adverse
physical culture last year; they do Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 29, possession of said tract for twenty
not have it this year, and it is a la- 1910, viz: Amhrocio Segura, of Senori-to- , years next preceding the survey of
N. M., for the claim 5374 In SE. the township, viz:
mentable step backward that should
NW. 4
SW. 4 NE
NW,
J. J. Salazar, Dionicio McCoy, E. A.
be remedied without delay. The New
SW. 4 of Sec. 22, T. Mlera, Tranquilino
Mexican rejoiced recently because of SE 4 NE.
Romero, all of
Cuba, N. M.
the progreBsiveness of the board of ed- 20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
Any person who desires to protest
ucation in providing for medical examination of the children. As a tc prove his actual continuous adverse against the allowance of said proof,
corollary of this step forward, phy- possession of said tract for twenty or who knows of any substantial reasical culture should be added under years next preceding the survey of son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
the instruction of a teacher who will the township, viz:
teach it scientifically. There are some
Noberto Garcia, Cuba, N. M.; Flavio proof should not be allowed will be
d
things that the public schools can do de La O, Dionicio Lucero, Jose de given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
without, but physical culture is not Jesus Archibeque, all of Senorito, N.
the witnesses of said claimant,
one of these.
M.
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
Any person who desires to protest that submitted by claimant.
It is up to every man to pay his
against the allowance of said proof, or
MANUEL R. OTERO,
road tax: Previous to the law passed who
knows of any substantial reason
Register,
by the legislature at Its last session, under the laws and
regulations of the
the liability of residents within incorInterior
such proof
Department
why
Notice for Publication.
porated municipalities to the payment should not be allowed will be
given an
of the road tax was questioned, but
(013815.)
Coal Jemez Forest.
the new law has been upheld upon by opportunity at the
e
the
time and place to
Small Holding Claim No. 3250.
Judge Ira A. Abbott, as the following witnesses
of said claimant, and to offrom the Tribune Citizen indicates:
Department of the Interior,
subof
evidence
fer
that
in
rebuttal
United States Land Office,
"Judge Ira A. Abbott has decided
the test road tax case of the Territory mitted by claimant,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
MANUEL R, OTERO,
vs L. M. Drown in favor of the terriNotice Is hereby given that the fol
Register.
lowing-nameclaimant has filed notory. This means that every resident
of the city of Albuquerque is liable
tice of his Intention to make final
to the law which demands the payNotice fori Publication.
proof in support ot his claim under
ment of 3 annually as a road tax. The
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
(013810.)
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
county commissioners have accord3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
ingly instructed Road Supervisor J.
Small Holding Claim No. 3244.
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
N Bryant to begin collecting the road Department of the Interior,
470), and that said proof will be made
tax from the residents of the city. Mr.
United States Land Office,
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
Bryant says' that this should result in
.Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 27,
the collection of $4,500 at least, as
Notice is hereby given that the
Pulidor Martinez, trans1910, viz:
there are due road taxes on the
claimant has filed no- feree of Manuel Garcia de, Garcia, for
amount of $6,500."
tice of his Intention to make final the claim 3250, in Sees. 20 and 21, T.
of his claim under 21 N., R. 1 W, N. M. P. M.
proof In
The powerful organizations of rail- sections 16support17 of the act of March
He names the following witnesses
and
road employes are not backward about 3, 1891 (26
Stats., 854), as amended by to prove his actual continuous' adverse
asking what they would like to see the act o? February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., possession of said tract for twenty
written in the constitution. The New 470), and that
said proof will be made years next preceding the survey of the
Mexican admires
their frankness. before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct. townshin, viz:
:f i. r
They resort to the right of petition Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 22,
Dionicio McCoy, J. J. Salazar,
and they will be given attentive hear- 1910, viz: Victor Casados, of Cuba, N.
Romero, Manuel Garcia, all of
ing. They will be granted whatever M., for the claim 3244 in Sees. 26 and Cuba, N. M.
is fair to the people as a whole and 27, T. 21
N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
Any person who desires to protest
whatever is right. They do not asHe names the following witnesses against the allowance of said proof, or
sume the
attitude of to prove his actual continuous adverse who knows of any substantial reason
some interests and politicians and possession of said tract ' for twenty under the laws and regulations of the
do not accompany
their petitions years next preceding the survey of Interior Department why such proof
with threats of voting down the con- the township, viz:
should not be allowed will be given an
stitution should it not contain everyPonciano Casados, Guadalupe Ara-go- opportunity at the
thing that they expect to have placed
the
Chistobal de Herrera, Hilarlo Lu- time and place to
in it. Their's is the proper spirit, it cero all of Cuba, N. M.
witnesses of said claimant, and to of
is the spirit of
men who
Any person who desires to protest fer evidence In rebuttal of that sub
concede the right of majorities and do against the allowance of said proof, or mitted by claimant i rr
not expect, that the wishes of a minor- who knows of any substantial reason
MANUEL R, OTERO,
"
under the laws and regulations of the
ity must rule or ruin.
Beglster.
i

i.

L, A. KUGBES,

cross-examin-

cross-examin-

Notice for Publication.
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'

above-mentione-d

cross-examin- e
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Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Fsrgo,
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Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mtxic
and all Foreign Countries.
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J. D. BARNES, Adent .

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST
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J. B. Warner, a Denver mining man
is in the city.
A
v Rprrv. a traveling man of
Boston, is in the city.
E. R. Phillip, a Chicago manufacturer is at the Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Nicol are visit
ors here from Albuquerque.
Delegate Margarito Romero of l.as
Vegas, is at the Palace hotel.
Hiram M. Dow. an attorney of Iloswell, is here on legal business.
of Eastview, TorB. B. Spencer
rance county, is a visitor in the capital.
J. F. Quince, a dry goods salesman
of St. Joseph, Mo., is calling on the

Business

oes a General Banking

Your Patronage solicited

LAUGHLIN, President .
W. E. GRIFFIN,

greeting old friends of whom he nas
Mr. Walker had a
many m Taps.
hand in a deal of the survey work in
this locality in days gone by." Taos

PERSONAL MENTION.

CO.

CAPITAL 857,00 0X0

N. B
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STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Caseier
H. F.

trade.

County News.
Mrs. W. D. Murray arrived from
Silver City yesterday afternoon, to
join her husband during the sessions
of the convention. They are guests
at the Palace.
PRINCESS

WILSON

Heater

RIVOLA'S DANCE
IS INDEED ARTISTIC.

Movements
Hef Graceful
Rhythmic
Were More Thrilling by Pres
ence of Rattle Snakes.
The dance as portrayed by Princess
Rivola at the Elks theatre this week
pvidpntlv exDresses the poetry of
rhythmic movement and rises to the'
level of art. Princess Rivola is decid- edly graceful, and is good to look at.
Perhaps she looks better without
those snakes, live snakes, entwined
around her pretty arms and encircling
her throat. That is a matter of opinion. Women today, as in the olden
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Stop and figure out
how much money you
would save if you cut
your fuel bills right in
two, and still doubled
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HEATER,
Hon. Samuel Eldodt. delegate from
the heating power of
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Chamita, Rio Arriba county, is back
at the Palace.
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your coal. The result
MARKET
Mrs. Robert T. Gay, of Winchester.
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of
JUST
HEATER
will
be
the
THE
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all arguments why you
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at the Claire hotel.
pretty. Why should
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Antonio Sandoval, the well known vola look all the more stunning with
constructed upon en
resident of Galisteo, is registered at the real, live thing, hissing, snapping,
,
hot-wate- r
STOVES.
the Coronado hotel.
rattling?
printirely
original
snake
But what is this "sacred
Cashier .Tames B. Reid, of the First
COME IN AND SEE FOR
ciples, which are so
National bank, has returned trom a! dance" she performs?
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WpII. among all primitive races'
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thoroughly efficient
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Y
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A. D. Vargas of Ojo Caliente. Rio Santa Domingo this summer.
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these is the famous
Arriba county, former member of the
In many parts of the world we know
legislature, is a visitor in Santa Fe. that it has been the custom to arouse
Harriet Buchtel Saxe, who lectured the battle fury not merely but putting
here yesterday afternoon, was regis- on war paint ' mil uy a war nance.
tered at the Palace. She returned to The Indians of North and South AmerAlbuquerque.
ica are not the only "weird dancers."
Mrs. J. M. Ernest, of Clayton, Union One must recall those devil dancers
through which all gases ge- .rated ar
county, is visiting her daughters Mrs. of Ceylon the Bodoes of India, tie
all
waste.
IN
burned, eliminating
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Left Home," which will
STYLES IN MANY FAVORED FABRICS
LET US HER FROM YOU,
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING II NEW MEXICO,
Closson, left last night for the An the Elks' theatre Thursday night, will $S.508.80.
AND THE NEWEST COLORINGS OF
.TiarKei
cient City after spending a week here, be held tomorrow night at tne tne--j
sneep
ueceipts iz,mio.
the guests of friends." Albuquerque a tre immediately after the reception steady. Muttons f3.504.25; lambs
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Morning Journal.
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given by Mrs U Bradford Prince.
TO
IN PRICE FROM
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and Dye Works
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FOR THE LITTLE
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ly appointed clerk of the district ly draw a large house. Several boxes
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New.
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Gentlemen's Hats Made
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J Ivie of Farmington,
The seat sale now is on at Fischer's
STYLES AND COLORS, PRICES
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the city today on his way home from drug store.
SUIT EVERYBODY.
Red 132
the Albuquerque fair. He said that
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Hst RiirrrnvK. both well known Santa
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Fresh Baltimore Oysters
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TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
do some surveying. He came in an au
Pork Jan. 17.30; May 16.60.
and Everything Obtainable
So if you want a carriage and
com-pan-y
The ingredients are full strength tomobile and honked away again after
May 10.
Lard Jan. 10.45471-2- ;
that you can travel in classy
BOTTLING
J THE HIGHEST CLASS OF
9.15.
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standard
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best
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and
fresh,
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HENRY KR1CK, Proprietor
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All
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g
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BITTER1.ESS FBI IT CAKE.
makes. In case of sickness you
them,
Oct 11. Cattle Receipts
Chicago,
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housewives
it
no mistake in having your prescrip
Many
impossible
say
SATISFACTORY PRICES
Market dull. Beeves $4.75
to make a good fruit cake without but- 9,000.
4
tions put up by us.
The recipe below will give von 8; Texas steers $3.405.75; western
ter.
RIPE FRUIT NOW
139 Re
as rich, flavory a fruit cake as you ever steers $4.156.75; stockers and feed
810 San Francisco 8L 'Phone
tasted ; yet there is no butter in it :
ers $4.2505.15; cows ana neuers
CUT
FLOWERS, WEDDING
Mix four cups sifted pastry flour, one $2.256.50; calves $7.5010.
and FUNERAL
BOUQUETS,
level teaspoon soda, two level teaspoons
Market
45,000.
Receipts
Sheep
GAGE BROS, and other
mixed spices (except cloves),
DESIGNS.
western
Native $2.504.35;
R, V. BOYLE Mgr.
SMART MILLKNEKY
level teaspoon salt and two cups steady.
$4.355.50;
yearlings
COMPANY
seeded and quartered raisins. Add also $2.754.25;
POULTRI YARDS
If.
CLiKWDON
NEW FALL GOODS
FRESH LAID EGGS everyldaj
& Co.
lambs native $4.507.10; western
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
cup nuts chopped fine, if you
v Also taces, Silk Shirt Waists and
Rocks and White "'yandotte. Chickens
like. Blend
$4.957.
with
Cottolene
barred
Pure
bred
Plymouth
cup
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
Dresses; Ribbons. Buttons, Novelties
Kansas City, Oct. 11. Cattle Reone cup brown sugar and one cup white
'
COME IN AND SEE
only. No chance of Tuberculosis (terms nor Ptomaine polsonlDK,
add. one cup molasses, one cup ceipts 20,000, including 1,500 southsugar,
'
A FEW FAT HKNS FOR F.ATINO.
I A MODA MILLENERY
It you want anything on earth try milk and then the flour mixture. Beat ern. Cows $34.50; native cows andEast Side riaza
well and bake in two pans.
heifers $2.606.50; stockers and feedCatron Block
a New Mexican Want Ad.
.

FOR SALE OR RENT

A

Residence property with all modern
heat etc.etc.
conveniences,
Also furnished rooms for rent.
WATSON & CO M PAN

Q

i

FerNetfMexicb'.: ..';:

j

Pe

THE SANTA FE
HARDWARE and
SUPPLY CO.

j

Hot Blast

PARLOR SLUTS

Dtown

Chintware

Clocks

Draft

GMIdrens Dresses Cloaks

A Most

Beautiful Line of

Furniture Co.

Automobile Scarfs

for the little mssES which

val

the c

HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

did,

SIZES

14,

$14.00

$1.50

j

'

.

iocoi-repuii-

;

CLoAKS

;

$2.25

cc

$9,00

MISSES,

14 YEARS

eqSSentcoTrteous

CALIFORNIA

0. 0. SrlAWQO, Propietor
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Ripe Olives

JVURKt'l KEPORT

UP-TO-D- ATE
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W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
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To

OFT DRINKS
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8
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H. S. KAUNE
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PHARMACY
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CLARENDON
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one-ha-

lf

one-ha-

PHONE 20
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MY
and

24 Hour Electric Service

Weae Agcuts

For Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

and

and

SLIGHT

WIRE UP THOSE DARKPLACE8

WB!HIT

DAY

jfff
Vail them m (p&4r(fi
VPrcitlUll
and See

Light Company
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AGE SIX.

NO ROWDYISM TOLERATED

A

St. Louis Rocky Mt. &

given

Mrs. Lena Gresham, of Clinton,
Miss., Has a Few Facts to
"I wish the public to know that
Tell Our Readers About
even If this Is carnival week, no
NEW MEXICO.
GENERAL OFFICES-RAT- ON
rowdyism will be tolerated in Santa
Cardui.
Fe," said Mayor Seligman this mornIn effect Sept, 1st 1910
(Read Down)
to Cardui," ing. "It is quite true that I have re(Read Up
Clinton, Miss.-'Th- anks
writes Mrs. Lena Gresham, of this place, ceived reports of damage done to
2
12
1
20
STATIONS
19
, Miles
"I have been greatly relieved."
glass windows and so forth. It is also
a in
pm
I suffered for three years from female true that the city authorities are on the
4 00
0
7 30
Lv.. lies Moines. N. M...Ar
7 40
4
Kunmldo
3.50
inflammation, and had taken medicine trail of the damage doers and if they
3 30
05
11
Dedman
from four different physicians without
20
3 15
16
Oapulln
are caught, they are going ti be given
much benefit.
8 35
3 05
VlKll
20
No rowdism
8 50
2 45
25
Thompson
h re received more benefit from the penalty of the law.
"I
2 25
31
9 10
Cunningham
because a
to
the
be
from
all
is
tolerated
than
of
simply
bottles
seven
Cardui,
M
42
9 35
!....OJifton House N.
155
1 30
10 00 J
49
I.v
carnival is here."
Ar ... Raton. N. M
physicians."
0
Ar 10 15
2 30
Raton, N.M
,.Lv.
Just try Cardui. That's all we ask.
The police have requested property
I.. .Ollfton House N' M.. ..
7
9 49
2 47
It speaks for itself. It has helped so owners to lock
32
48
9
up their houses End
SPreston
307
to
able
be
must
it
thousands,
many
.
55
3 45
Koehler Junction
ot
and be particularly
business
places
help you.
9 05 ....
2
..
35
Koehler
j3
to
see
the windows are
careful
that
is
It
hurt
won't
Cardui
you.
TT
8 20
68
liOolfax
Trying
4 16
8 02
76
in action, and properly shut at night. Many people
4 43
(lerrososo
harmless,
safe,
gentle
7 45
82
Lv
Ar
Ulmarron
500
have been negligent in these matters,
purely vegetable.
6 35
Cimarron
5 10
Ar am
,I"V
M
6 27
are weak, tired, down and out, but now that a carnival is In town
Nash
5 18
Ifyou
6 17
5 28
.8
Harlan
try Cardui.
and hundreds of people are hero from
94
6 00
6 45
lAr
Ute Park, N.M... Lv
If you are sick, miserable, and suffer
p m
pm
surrounrng places, it is considered
from womanly pains, like neaaacne,
wise to be a little cautious about leav' !iiie ts av, DjITiX witli K. P. A S. W. Ky, train both North and South.
backache, dragging feelings; pains in
ing houses open and valuable exposSide, arms, legs, etc. try Cardui.
SStaste for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
ed.
It is the medicine for all women.
Stane loavss ITto Park. N, XL, for Klizabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m, daily except
was expressed
Fare w.uu one way $).50 rounl trip; fifty pound bnxguxe carried free.
Much indignation
Sundays,
It is the tonic for you.
O.
S (Mi l lii.vi
Mt itM, v. M f,)r f.Ue oaiti at 11:11 p. in. arrives from the
over the fact
citizens
by
yesterday
Onttt-oooN. B. Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept.,
South at 4:3S a. in.
Medicine Co.. Chattanooga. Tenn., for Special that two heavy traction engines were
book, 'Home Treatmenl
Instructions, and
permitted to roll over the newly paved
F. M. WILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN,
for Women, sent in plain wrapper, oil request.
J DEDMAN.
portion of San Francisco street. SevP.
&
G.
G.
V.
P.
M.,
Agent,
Superintendent,
eral bricks were chipped off and as
HOTEL ARRIVALS the street had not thoroughly tosettled
allow
it was considered a bad plan
to make such a
such
machines
heavy
Palace.
trip "Those engines would not have
M. Romero, Las Vegas; J. B. Warnover that street if I had been
G.
G.
Nicol, gone
ASK FOR TICKETS
er, Denver; Mr. and Mrs.
was the mayor's caustic comthere,"
Albuquerque; W. A. Hawkins, Three ment.
Rivers; H. W. Dow, Roswell; Harriet
The carnival company's
manager
Buchtel Saxe, Albuquerque; M. Kauf-- ,
Samuel Eldodt, announces that another route will be
New
York;
man,
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
on the outgoing trip.
Chamita; L. Foster, Las Cruces; E. M. taken
J
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SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Douglas, and all Point in
Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
New-Mexic-

Cranston, Denver; Charles Glasgow,
Colfax; J. F. Quince, St. Joseph; J. L.
Davis, E. J .Richards, Denver; A. E.
Berry, Boston; H. M. Sweezy, Kansas
City; J. A. Eaton, Las Vegas; E. R.
Philipps, Chicago; J. A. Miller, Albuquerque; A. M. Emerson, Denver; W.
H. Long, El Paso.
Claire.
L. J. Wittner, Council Bluffs, la.; R.
Lewis, Albuquerque; L. A. Martinez,
Walsenburg; G. F. George, Chicago;
J. J. Ivie and Eliza Ivie, Farmington;
M. S. Dammerick, Colorado Springs;
R. Momero, Estancia; B. B. Spencer,
East View; Samuel Frafe, Mcintosh;
Siivertre Mirabal, San Rafael; Mrs.
Moran, Los Angeles; J. Mugler, Albuquerque.
Gregg's.
S B. Monk. Los Angeles, Melach- rino Ess, Melachrino, Calif.; Mrs. R.
T. Gay, Winchester, Ky.; R. F. Sick-elGalls-teo- ;
Denver; Antonio Sandoval,
Jack Wallace, Parker Shows.
Coronado.
J. E. Rodriguez, Espanola; Antonio
Sandoval, Galisteo; M. L. Butler, Dubuque, la.; Buster Dunbar, Albuquerque; D. Chavez, Pinos Wells.

CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
81 Paso & Southwestern
System

The Best Route

East or West

-

For Filter and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El
SE--

Paso Texas.

-

EEili

s,

JUMPER
TOURIST RATES

A

U ; ALL POINTS EAST & WEST

mS3-z- r

Jf

"X$G3P- -

the carnival grounds last night the
bie show could not be opened on
scheduled time, as was hoped.
There is an immense amount of
stuff to bring to the grounds, not the
least of which is a light making
plant, for the carnival people do not
depend on the moon to furnish it
every night.

R0SWELL AUTO CO. R0S WELL NEW MEX

Therefore, the big show or series
of shows will shine In all splendor for
the first time tonight and continue

the rate ot $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passenger
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M.( by comin Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
l
municating, with Manager of the
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a, m, arrive
Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate foi
Baggage allowance ot 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point

Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads
and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive

throughout the Seek.
The Parker shows band however delighted a vast throng with a concert
in the Plaza last night. A. D. Stout
is the band leader and wielded the
baton over a large body of careful
musicians. C. D. Potter as baritone
soloist in "The Holy City" made a
decided hit.
The carnival Is going to draw a
large crowd now that the attractions
are properly housed and that the proper lighting effects are assured.

Roe-wel-

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
(013793.)

Coal Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 1306.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
he made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Ocviz:
Octaviana
tober 28,
1910,
of
C.
de
transferee
Romero,
Jose Antonio Gallegos, for the claim
1306, in Sec. 15, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N.
M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for

twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
J. J. Salazar, Donaciano Lucero, M.
Reyes Lucero, Zenon Sandoval, all of

WILL REDUCE TICKET

an opportunity, at the
d
SELLING EVIL.
time and place to
the witnesses of said claim- Business Men of Albuquerque Put
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Damper on Promiscuous Solicof that submitted by claimant.
itation of Funds.
above-mentione-

cross-examin- e

MANUEL R. OTERO,

a. Land Office.
Santa Fe. N. M., Sept. 10, 1910.
Nct'ce is hereby given that Pascual
Vi.inueva, ot Galisteo, N. M., who, on
August t, 1905, made homestead entry (serial 06904), No. 8439, for NW
NE
S
NE
SE 4 NW
Section 15, Township 13 N
Kange 9 E., N. M. P, Meridian, has
filed notice of Intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Regjiter or Receiver, U. S. Land Office,
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 11th day
U.

1--

-

1910.

Oct. 11. To
night, a meting will be held by the
members of the Commercial Club In
the club parlors to take up the matter
ot restricting promiscuous soliciting
of funds and tickec selling in this city.
This is Policy No. 6 of "Our Policies"
and one in which the business men
are deeply interested and the attend
ance should be large. Allen H.
Waas, J. B. Herndon, F. H. Strong, A.
J. Maloy, C. O. Cushman and other
prominent business men will give
their opinions on this evil of indiscriminate soliciting and the best methods
of restricting the practice to legitimate objects. A committee will then
be appointed to take action in accordance with the outcome of the
Albuquerque,

Notice for Publication.
(06904)
Not Coal,
department of the Interior,

of November,

Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who know of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given an
opportunity at the
time and place to
the
witnesses of said claimant, and to of
fer evidence in rebuttal of that sub
mitted by claimant.
above-mentione- d

cross-exami-

Notice for Publication.
;5IST55j
Coal Land Jernez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 1351.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 25, 1910, viz: Atanacio Jaramillo
of Cuba, N. M., for the claim 1351, in
Sees. 34 and 35, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.. N.
M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
tweaty years next preceding the sur
vey of the township, viz:
A. Miera, Manuel Aragon y
Felix Montano, Francisco Ara
gon, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance ot said proof,
or wno knows of any substantial Tea- son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proor snouid not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to cross- examine the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Lu-cer-

above-mentione- d

MANUEL R. OTERO.

Register.
Notice for Publication.
(013843.)

N.

M.,

Claimant names as witnesses:
"Cruz Archuleta, Juan Vlanueva,
Ventura Anaya, Guadalupe Montoya,
Cuba, N. M.
LTO-NIGH- T
Any person who desires to protest all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of an? substantial reaRegister.
son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
If you want anything on earth try I lOcfvtoiW'liHiJil'allESSui
proof should not be allowed will be a New Mexican Want Ad.

1
I

OCTOBER 11, 1910.

zales, of Cuba, N. M., for the claim
4286, In Sec. 6. T. 20 N., R, 1 W, N. M.
P. M.
Ke names the followlne witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Victor Casados, Cristobal de Her-rera, Antonio Casados, Mauricio Sanchez, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above-mentioned time and place to cross-e- x
amine the witnesses of said claimant
uq io oner evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant

Jemez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 4370.
Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe. N. M., Sept 6, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing-nameclaimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
1891 (26 Stats. 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 28,
1910, viz: Juan Aragon, transferee of
Perfilia Martinez, Cuba, N. M., for
the claim in Sees. 19, 20, 29, and 30,
T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
M. Reyes Lucero,
J. J. Salazar,
Apolonlo Martinez, Pulidor Martinez,
all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
"T.inst the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given an

MANUEL

Coal-

d

It

OTERO,
Register.

Notice for Publication.
(013836.)
Coal Land Jemez Forest,
Small Holding Claim No. 4322.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. w., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
Section 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval. U. S. Ct
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 22,
1910. viz:
Nicolas Ballejos, of Cuba,
N. M., for the claim 4322. in Sees. 34
and 35, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the townstip, viz:
Ramon Casados, E. A. Miera, Fran
Cisco Atencio, Felipe Atencio, all of

Cuba. N. Ms
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial read
son under the laws and regulations of
opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the tne interior Department why such
witnesses of said claimant, and to of- proof should not be allowed will be
fer evidence in rebuttal of that sub- given an opportune at the
d
mitted by claimant
e
time and place to
MANUEL R, OTERO,
the witnesses of said claimant
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
Register.
that submitted by claimant.
Notice for Publication.
MANUAL R. OTERO.
above-mentione-

Notice for Pubbcatlon.
(013827.)
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 4264.

cross-examin-

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5. 1910.
X. M
Oct. 11.
Albuquerque,
Notice is hereby given that the fol
George Highbargin, for several years
(013845.)
claimant has filed no
a member of the night police force of lowing-nameCoal Jemez Forest.
tice
of
his
to
Intention
o'clock
final
3:30
died
at
make
yesAlbuquerque,
Small Holding Claim No. 4377.
terday afternoon, death coming sud- proof in support of his claim under
Deceased sections 16 and 17 of the act of March Department of the Interior,
denly from heart disease.
United States L".hd Office,
worked until Sunday morning, remain- 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
Santa Fe, N. Jk,., Sept 6, 1910.
ing on duty all during the fair in the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
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is hereby given that the followas
well.
of
not
the
he
fact
that
that
said
and
will
be
made
470),
spite
proof
wing-named
claimant has filed nocourwas
an
efficient
before
and
C.
Juan
Highbargin
Sandoval, U. S. Ct,
teous officer and his passing will be Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 26, tice of his intention to make final
1910, viz:
regretted by many.
Epitaclo Dominguez, of proof in support of his claim under
Cuba, N. M., by his administrator, sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Casimlro Dominquez, for the claim in 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
Notice for Publication.
Sees. 24, 28, 33 and 34, T. 21 N.. R. 1 the act of February 21, 1893, (27 Stats.
(013828.)
470), and that said prooi will be made
Coal Jemez Forest.
W., N .M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
Small Holding Claim No. 42C6.
to prove his actual continuous adverse Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 27,
Department of the Interior,
possession of said tract for twenty 1910, viz: Martin Salaz, of Cuba, N.
United States Land Office,
years next preceding the survey ot M tor the claim 4377 in Sees. 22 and
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 6, 1910.
27, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
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He names the following witnesses
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claimant has filed noto prove his actual continuous adverse
tice of his intention to make final Francisco Atencio, Victor Casados, all
possession of said tract for twenty
proof in support of his claim under of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest years next preceding the survey of
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
the township, viz:
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by against the allowance of said proof,
J. J. Salazar, Tranquilino Romero,
who
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knows
of
rea
substantial
1893
any
the act of February 1,
(27 Stats.,
M. Reyes Lucero, Dionicio McCoy, ati
470), .and that said proof will be made son under the laws and regulations
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct. of the Interior Department why such of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 2s, proof should not be allowed will be
the allowance of said proof, or
against
an
aboveat
given
the
of
viz:
opportunity
1910,
Tranquilino Romero,
who knows of any substantial reason
Cuba1, N. M., heir of Francisco Romero mentioned time and place to cross-e- x
for the claim 4266 In Sees. 16 and 21, amine the witnesses ot said claimant under the laws and regulations of the
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of Interior Department why such proof
T. 21 N., R. 1 W.. N. M. P. M.
should not be allowed will be given an
names
He
the following witnesses that submitted by claimant.
d
opportunity at the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
to prove his actual continuous adverse
e
time and place to
the
Register.
possession of said tract for twenty
of said claimant, and to ofwitnesses
nest
of
the
years
preceding the survey
fer evidence in rebuttal of that subNotice for Publication.
township, viz:
mitted by claimant
(013817)
J. J. Salazar, Donaciano Lucero, M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Coal Jemez Forest.
Reyes Lucero, Zenon Sandoval, all of
Small
Register.
3253.
Claim
No.
Holding
M.
N.
Cuba,
of the Interior,
Any person who desires to protest Department
Notice for Publication.
United States Land Office.
against the allowance of said proof, or
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
(013808.)
who knows of any suostantlal reaCoal Jemez Forest.
Notice is hereby given that the folson under the laws and regulations ot
named claimant has filed noSmall Holding Claim No. 3241.
the Interior Department why such lowing
tice of his Intention to make final Department of the Interior,
l.roof should not be allowed will be
proof in support of his claim under
United States Land Office,
given a nopportunity at the above- - sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Sauta Fe, N. M., Sept 6, 1910.
mentioned time and place to
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
Notice
is hereby given that the follothe witnesses of said claimant,
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 wing-named
claimant has filed noai.d to offer evidence in rebuttal ot
Stats., 470), and that said proof will tice of his intention to make final
that submitted by claimant.
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U,
proof in support of his claim under
MANUEL R. OTERO,
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Ocsections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Register.
tober 28, 1910, viz: Donaciano Lucero, 3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by
of Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3253, in
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.
"IT BEATS ALL."
tract 1, Sees. 21 and 28, tract 2, Sees.
This is quoted from a letter of M. 28 and 29, all In T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N, 470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
Stockwell, Hannibal, Mo. "I recently M. P. M.
cn October 27,
used Foley's Honey and Tar for the
He names the following witnesses Comr., at Cuba, N. M.,
first time. To say I am pleased does to prove his actual continuous ad 1910, viz: Juan Jose Salazar .transnot half express my feelings. It beats verse possession of said tract for feree of Alanzo Dunn, Cuba, N. M., for
all the remedies I ever used. I con twenty years next preceding the sur the tract 1, Sec. 20, and tract 2, Sec.
29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W, N. M. P. M.
tracted a bad cold and was threat vey of the township, viz:
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ened with pneumonia.
The first dos
Dionicio McCoy, Victor Casano, Ceies gave great relief and one bottle so Sandoval, Jose Andres Archibeque, to prove his actual continuous adverse
no all of Cuba, N. M.
possession of said tract for twenty
completely cured me." Contains
opiates. Sold by The Capital Pharm
Any person who desires to protest years next preceding the survey of the
acy.
against the allowance of said proof, township, viz:
or who knows of any substantial rea
Tranquilino Romero, Dionicio Mcson under the laws and regulations Coy, Zenon Sandoval, Ciriaco C. de
Notice for Publication.
of the Interior Department why such Baca, all of Cuba, N. M.
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proof should not be allowed will be
Any person who desires to protest
Small Holding Claim No. 1890.
given an opportunity at the above- - against the allowance of Bald proof, or
e who knows
of any substantial reason
mentioned time and place to
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
the witnesses of said claim- under the laws and regulations of the
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal Interior Department why such proof
Notice is hereby given that the fol- of that submitted by claimant,
should not be allowed will be given an
MANUEL R. OTERO,
d
lowing named claimant has filed noopportunity at the
tice of his intention to make final
the
Register time and place to
proof in support of his claim under
witnesses of said claimant, and to of" Notice
sections 16 and 17, of the act of
fer evidence in rebuttal of that subfor Publication.
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
mitted by claimant
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amended by the act of February 21,
MANUEL R, OTERO,
Coal Jemez Forest.
1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said
Register.
Small Holding Claim No. 1293.
proof will be made before Juan C. Department of the Interior,
U.
at
S.
Cuba,
Sandoval,
Ct Comr.,
Notice for Publication.
United States Land office,
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(013,771.)
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Miera, of Cuba, N. M., for the
folloCoal Land Jemez Forest
the
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that
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claim 1890 in Sees. 8, 9 and 17, T. 21
Small Holding Claim No.' 4286.
wing-named
claimant has filed noN., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
final Department of the Interior,
He names the following witnesses tice of his Intention to make
United States Land Office,
to prove his actual continuous ad- proof in support of his claim under
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 5, 1910.
17
16
March
ot
of
sections
act
and
the
verse possession of said tract for
Notice is hereby given that the fol
twenty years next preceding the sur- 3, 1891 (26 Stats. 854), as amended by lowing-name- d
claimant has filed nothe act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.
vey of the township, viz:
J. J. Salazar, Luis G. Ortiz, Ceiso 470), and that said proof will be made tice of his Intention , to make final
of his claim under
Sandoval, Reyes Lucero, all of Cuba, before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct proof in support
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 26, sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
N. M. ,
Any person who desires to protest 1910, viz: Perfecto Martinez, trans- 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
against the allowance of said proof, feree of Juan Martinez, of Cuba, N. the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
or who knows of any substantial rea- M., for the claim 1293 In Sees. 29 and 470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
son under the laws and regulations of 30, T. 21 N., R, 1 W., N. M. P. M.
the Interior Department why such
He names the following witnesses to Comr., at Cuba, N. M on October 22,
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Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 436&
Department of the Interior.

United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice, is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed
of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats.. 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, V.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 22, 1910, viz: Vicente Sanchez,
of Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4365 in
Sec. 6, T. 20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous
adverse possession
of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
no-tic- o

Manuel

Sanchez,

Celso

Sandoval,

Maurisio Sanchez, Antonio Casados,
all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant ".
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Owing to the inability of the Park
er show people to get teams and vans
to move all ot their paraphernalia to

Or Union Depot.

given

ALBUQUERQUE POLICEMAN
DIED SUDDENLY YESTERDAY.

FOR MORE THAN THREE DECADES
Foley's Honey and Tar has been a
household favorite for coughs, colds
and ailments of the throat, chest and
lungs. Contains no opiates. Sold by
The Capital Pharmacy.

possession of sal tract for twenty
years next preceding the. survey of
the township, viz:
Jose Francisco Aragon, Francisco
Aragon y Lucero, Ramos Perea,
Facundo C. de Baca, all of Cuba, N.

above-mentione-

Unavoidable Delays Prevented Giving
Initial Exhibition Last Night-B- and
Concert Enjoyed.

NEW MEXICAN BLDtt.

Notice for Publication.

Good results always follow the use
of Foley Kidney Pills. They contain
just the ingredients necessary to
tone, strengthen and regulate the
kidneys and bladder, and to cure
backache. Sold by The Capital Phar-nric-

cross-examin-

y

CHARITABLE

CARNIVAL COMPANY TO OPEN
IN FULL SPLENDOR.

Mm

Liberal Limits and Stopovers

AT

AND

WISH.
"I wish ell might know of the benefit I received from your Foley's Kidney Remedy," says L. N. Regan, Farmer, Mo. His kidneys and bladder gave
him so much pain, misery and annoy
ance, he could not work, nor sleep. He
Remedy comsays Foley's Kidney
pletely cured Ihim. Sold by The Capital Pharmacy.
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TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
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GENEROUS
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Pacific
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Excursion Rates
EL PASO, TEX.
$13.40

Datns of Sale
Oct. 27 to Nov. 5th;
Return limit. Nov. 7, 1910.

TOPEKA, KS.
Missionary Convention,
Disciples of Christ,
$32.30

Dates of Sale, Oct.

to 13: h
Return Limit, Oct. 20th.
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MASONIC MEEHNG,
$21.30
Dates of Sale, Oct. 14 to 20,
Return Limit, Oct. 25th.
COLONIST RATES. ONE WAY
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San Francisco,
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TOURIST RATES
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A
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,,
j. ,
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'
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He names the following witnesses
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and political influence as to make it has
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complete valuations of property. For people has always passed with a larg- Delos St., St. Paul, Minn
of said trait fori twenty years next preceding the
veise
possession
made
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homestead
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entry
Sept.
many years there has been a competi- er majority than before. Even when
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be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Oc-A. Padia, Senorito, N. M.; Don- - Comr., at Cuba,
Jose
central state authority. No attempt of beer in the United Statesmouths
Ursulo Segura, transferee
million barrels in eighteen
Here is a Santa Fe aciano
1910, viz:
Kidney Pills.
Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Oc- - tober 25, 1910. viz: Luis G. Ortiz, of
should be made to incorporate the de- five
Lucero, Cuba, N. M.; Reyes
recommendation.
time.
citizen's
Jose
Luis
of
Romero, of Cuba, N. M., tober 25, 1910, viz: Manuel Aragon y Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4342 In
into
A.
of
both
Juan
tails of any such proposed system
Parras,
Jaramillo,
for the claim 3245 in Sees. 28 and 29, Lucero, of Cuba, N. M., for the claim! Sees. 15 ana i6 n
Do you say that prohibition is a
Hyman Lowitzki, 115 Guadalupe St., Senorito, N. M.
21 K, R. 1 W.,
the constitution, but such details
1
M. P. M.
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I can recom1303, In Sees. 20, 21 and 28, T. 21 N., N. M. P. M.
who desires to protest In T. 21 N., R. W., N.
should be left to the legislature, it failure? Think on the subject and get
Any
persons
He names the following witnesses R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
it is only mend Doan's Kidney Pills, as they against the allowance of said proof,
information on the
He names the following witnesses
might with perfect propriety, how- fair that you should subject,
have been used by myself and other or who
to
inform
prove his actual continuous adverse
correctly
He names the following witnesses to nrove his actual continuous ad- a
rea
in
knows of any substantial
ever, be put in the constitution
of said tract for
yourself and use your own good, com- members of the family with splendid son under the laws and regulations possession of said tract for twenty to Drove njs actual continuous ad-- verse possession
broad, general way, leaving to the leg- mon sense
results. The value of Doan's Kidney of the Interior
years next preceding the survey of verse possession of said tract for; twenty years next preceding the sur- Buch
of
methods
why
v
Department
islature the peculiar
of the township, viz:
If as much whisky is sold under pro- Pills for relieving pain In the back proof Bhould not be allowed will be the township, viz:
twenty years next preceding the
carrying such a provision into effect hibition as under
Dionicio McCoy, Tranquilino Ro- vey of the township, viz:
Jose Andres Archibeque, M. Reyes
then why and the other kidney difficulties has given an opportunity at the
license,
there
that
been
has
own
idea
My
do not all the saloon interests work been thoroughly proven to me,
E. A. Miera, J. J. Salazar, Felis Lucero. Tranquilino Romero,
mero, Donaciano Lucero, Reyes Ledes-ma- ,
e
time and place to
should be a body of state appraisers, for
Price 50
all dealers.
For sale-ball of Cuba, N. M.
Jose Andres
save their license
Archibeque, que Valdez, all of Cuba, N. M.
prohibition,
claimant
said
con
of
witnesses
the
and
appointed by the governor,
to protest all of Cuba, N. M.
cents. Foster-iilburwho
Co., Buffalo,
desires
much
as
as
sell
ever?
Any person who desires to protest
and
Why
money
Any
person
of
In
rebutts'
evidence
to
oifer
and
firmed by the Senate, whose duty it do
who desires to protest against the allowance of said proof,
of
allowance
move heaven and earth, pour New York, sole agents for the United that submitted
said
the
proof
person
Any
they
against
by claimant
should be to fix the valuation of prop out money like water to defeat all Slates.
or who knows of any substantial rea- against the allowance of said proof, or who knows of any substantial rta-o- r
MANUEL R. OTERO,
erty in all parts of the state, no mem prohibition enactments, whether city,
who knows of any substantial rea-- ' son under the laws and regulations
Remember the name Doan's and
son under the laws and regulations
Register.
ber to assess porperty in the county county or state?
such son under the laws and regulations of the Interior Department why such
no other.
Interior
take
of
the
why
Department
in which he resides. They should be
of the Interior Department why such proof should not be allowed will be
No one claims that a prohibitory
HITS proof should not be allowed will be
CAPT. BOGARDUS AGAIN
Notice for Publication,
proof should not be allowed will be given an opportunity at the aboe- paid salaries sufficient to justify their
law against the liquor traffic will at
given an opportunity at the
EYE.
BULL'S
THE
busian opportunity at the above-- : mentioned time and place to
e
given
giving their whole time to the
to
(013807)
time and place
once put a stop to drinking. The law
This world famous rifle shot who
time and place to cross-- ) examine the witnesses of said
ness, with provision for employing as against stealing, does not stop steal
Coal Jemez Forest.
of
said
claimant,
witnesses,
the
of
holds
the championship rejpord
witnesses of said claim- - ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
the
ot
sistants in the various counties. After ing, but the penalties attached do re-- !
Small Holding Claim No. 3241.
In
evidence
rebuttal
offer
to
and
100 pigeons in 100 consecutive shots
evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
to
offer
and
ant,
the first year or two of such a system, duce the disposition to appropriate j Department of the Interior,
claimant.
submitted
that
by
is living at Lincoln, 111. Recently In
of
MANUEL R. OTERO.
submitted
that
by claimant.
United States Land Office.
it, would be easy for a dozen such what does not belong to you. It makes
R.
MANUEL
OTERO,
a
terviewed, he says: "I suffered
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
men to make all the assessments of it not worth while. So if it is made
Register.
and
time
bladder
with
kidney
Register.
Notice is hereby given that the fol long
all the counties of the state. This, a felony (not a fine) to violate a proknown
used
well
and
several
trouble
e
Notice for Publication.
however, as already indicated, should hibitory law against the sale of liq- lowing named claimant has filed
kidney medicines, all of which gave
Notice for Publication.
Notice fqr Publication.
of his intention to make final me no relief until I started
(013831)
be a matter of legislation and not of uor the people will soon realize it is
F
taking
(013770.)
(013812)
Coal Land Jemez Forest
constitutional provision. It would be not worth while to violate this law, proof in support of his claim under ley Kidney Pills. Before I used FoCoal Land Jemez Forest.
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
16 and 17 of the act of March
Small Holding Claim No. 4300.
enough for the constitution to prohibit the profit will not be adequate to the sections
ley's Kidney Pills I had severe back
Small Holding Claim No. 4267.
Small Holding Claim No. 3248.
Department ot the Interior,
the assessment of property for taxing punishment. It is simply a question 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended aches and pains in my kidneys with
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Department of the Interior,
of punishments 01 the right kind and by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
purposes by local or city officers.
suppression and cloudy voiding. On
United States Land Office.
United States Land Office,.
will
said
that
commerce
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Stats.,
and
laws.
470),
fair
interstate
proof
FRANK W. CLANCY.
getting
in the morning I would get
arising
1910.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 5, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the folThese cannot be gotten in a moment be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U. du!l headaches. Now I have taken
Notice is hereby given that the fol- lowing named claimant has filed noNotice is hereby given that the fol
but they can be gotten with effort S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Oc- three bottles of
(Communicated.)
Foley's Kidney Pills lowing-nameclaimant has filed no lowing named claimant has filed no- tice of his intention to make final
tober 27, 1910, viz: Noberto Garcia, and feel 100
in
toward
and
time,
directed,
PROHIBIrightly
am
cent
better. I
per
WHY CONSTITUTIONAL
that end we are striving. "Heaven is transferee of Alonzo Dunn, of Cuba, N. never bothered with my kidneys or tice of his intention to make final tice of his Intention to make final proot m support of his claim under
TION.
s claim under proot in support of his claim under sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
tracts
1,
claim
for
the
M.,
3241,
not
a
we
being
at
"
gained
single bound;
bladder and again feel like my own proof in support of
Because
21
1
2
T.
In
W.
R.
17
20.
16
3,
Sec.
act of March sections 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
and
of
the
and
N.,
sections
climb
the ladder round by round."
self." Sold by The Capital Pharmacy.
r.t. The Constitution is our funda
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
He names the following witnesses
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
We
condition
of
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
a
seldom
into
jump
and
state
law,
mental or organic
to prove his actual continuous adverse
1893 (27 Stats., by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said proof will
act
21,
of
much
it
the
arrives
February
by
princ-pleperfection
striving,
Notice for Publication.
should deal with fundamental
and chat ss.id proof will be made before Juan C.
but for that reason shall we sit down possession of said tract for twenty
Sandoval, U.
470), and that said proof will be made Stats., 470),
(013846)
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Octlhe survey of
next
Ct.
S.
C.
U.
years
before
and
endure
adverse
conditions
Juan
Sandoval,
preceding
for
Coal Jemez Forest.
2nd. The beverage liquor traffic,
OcM
on
S., Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N.
tober 24, 1910, viz: Ramon Casados,
ever? Is it not nobler to do all that the township, viz:
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 24
Small Holding Claim No. 4423.
the saloon, is a fundamental evil.
tober 25, 1910, viz: Jose Andres Archi- of Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4300 in
Jose A. Archibeqi'3, Francisco A.
of
to
our
in
lies
Zenon
better
the
viz:
Cuba,
power
Sandoval,
1910,
pres
of
out
of
it
takes
the
Interior,
Department
3rd. Because it
of Cuba, N. M., for the claim Sees. 28 and 33, T. 21
ent state of affairs for all? Is it not Lucero, Jose R. Montoya, J. J. SalaN., R. 1 W., N.
N. M., for the claim 4267, in Sec. 6, T. beque,
United States Land Office.
3248 in Sees. 15 and 16, T. 21 N., R. M. P. M.
politics and puts and keeps it in the our bounden
N. M.
all
of
zar,
Cuba,
ao
to
M.
M.
the
N.
1
P.
20
duty
R.
right thing
N.,
W.,
N. M., Sept. 7, 1910.
Santa
Fe,
1
M.
hands of the people.
M.
N.
P.
W.,
He names the following witnesses
Any person who desires to protest
of all other consequences?
He names the following witnesses
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
4th. It will be more effective be- regardless
He names the following witnesses to prove his actual continuous adthe allowance of said proof, or
against
adverse
continuous
to
Will
actual
his
President
Taft
the
and
no
and
has
prove
filed
claimant
voice
Congress
named
lowing
cause of the people's
to prove his actual continuous ad- verse
who knows of any substantial rea- tice
possession of said tract for
Conof his Intention to make final possession ot said tract for twenty verse
approve of a state-widprohibition
approval of the President and
possession of said tract for twenty years next preceding the surlaw? We have letters on file from son under the laws and regulations proof in support of his claim under years next preceding the survey of
surnext
the
gress.
twenty years
preceding
of the Interior Department why such
vey of the township, viz:
sections 16 and 17 of tlhe act of the township, viz:
6th. It is strenuously opposed by the President's secretary, from the
vey of the township, viz:
Dionicio McCoy, Antonio Casados.
proof should not be allowed will be March 3, 1891 (26 Stats.
Vice
from
U.
on
S.
Francisco
President
Senators
Jose
saloons.
Vlncente
as
Sanchez,
and
trust
Mon854),
the liquor
Manuel Aragon y Lucero, Juan
Victor Casados, Francisco Atenclo, all
given an opportunity at the
Manuel
uo
and
this
while
not
Mauriclo
wisest
amended
act
the
of
the
itself
Sanchez,
21,
subject
they
Aragon,
by
6th. It has proved
February
e
toya y Montoya, M. Reyes Lucero, of Cuba, N. M.
time and place to
1893 (27 Stats.. 470), and that said Sanchez, all of Cuba, N. M.
Donaciano Lucero, all of Cuba, N. M.
ar,d best method in the states where commit themselves, not one word of
of said claimthe
witnesses
Any person who desires to protest
is
will be made before Juan C.
disapproval
expressed by them.
Any person who desires to protest
it is in force.
Any person who desires to protest against the allowance of said proof,
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal proof
Sandoval, U. S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, against the allowance of said proof, against the allowance of said proof, or
Will the people ratify such a clause? of
ith. Some of our best, most prowho knows of any substantial reasubmitted by claimant.
N M., on October 29, 1930. viz.: Celso or who knows of any substantial rea- or who knows of
gressive and intelligent citizens want No one can say certainly, but do they
any substantial rea- son under the laws and regulations
MANUEL R. OTERO.
N.
of
for
Sandoval,
M.,
Cuba,
to
the
not
for
have the right
son under the laws and regulations of the Interior
it.
speak
Register. claim 4423, in sees. 28 and 29, T. 21 son under the laws and regulations
Department why such
8th. It is a wise and safe business themselves on this matter, which is
of the Interior Department why sucn of the Interior Department why such proof should not be allowed will be
R.
1
M.
M.
N.
P.
N.,
W.,
of more importance to them ana their DRUNKEN ROW
be
allowed
be
will
will
not
not
should
allowed
Bhould
be
be
proof
proof
given an opportunity at the
He names the following witnesses
Pth.
It Is better statesmanship children than any other law can posgiven an opportunity at the
given an opportunity at the
RESULTS IN MURDER. to
time and place to
actual
continuous
his
e
prove
adverse
be.
or
as
to
the
and
tl.au- any other policy.
In
time
to
sibly
time and place
constitution,,
place
the witnesses of said claimAlbuquerque, Oct, 11. Private A- possession of said tract for
in
a
we
believe they lbert
twenty
the witnesses of said claim- ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
unh. It is fundamentally right
separate isftie,
the witnesses of said claimant,
Bengry of Troop M., Third Uninext preceding the survey of and to offer evidence in rebuttal of ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
principle, therefore expedient in prac- should have the right to speak on this
ted States cavalry, who was acci- years
that submitted by claimant
the
viz.:
township,
of that submitted by claimant
tice.
subject, because it does affect them, dentally shot at Fort Wingate by a
claimant
submitted
that
by
MANUEL R. OTERO,
A. Eichwald, Cristobal Casados, LuMANUEL R. OTERO,
It should be in the Constitution, it does affect their children and their comrade during a drunken row on
MANUEL R. OTERO,
1
Register.
ciano
Euseblo
Gonzales,
all
ever
leghomes
to
the
most
changing
not
W.
U.
left
Trujillo,
end
vitally.
Register
Register.
Saturday morning died at 11 o'clock of Cuba, N. M.
next
the
enacts
one
islatures. What
rea
the
as
at
Sunday
post
morning
Notice for Publication,
Any person who desires to protest
Notice for Publication.
THE LETTERS THAT NEVER
repeals, and so keeps the question in
sult of his wounds, according to Dr.
Notice for Publication.
allowance
ot
the
said
ot
against
(013778)
(013834)
proof,
repolitics continually. For this reason
Robert Smart of this city who
(013837)
COME..
Coal Land Jemes Forest
Coal Jemez Forest
politicians should stand for stateCoal Jemez Forest.
turned yesterday from Fort Wingate, who knows of any substantial reason
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 10, 1910.
Small Holding Claim No. 4316.
Small Holding Claim No. 4364.
wide prohibition; it would eliminate Editor New
Small Holding Claim No. 4323.
where he was called to attend the in- under the laws and regulations of the
,
Mexican,
if the Interior,
Interior Department why such prool
of the Interior,
Department
it as a factor at every election.
Department
emman.
of
the
remains
were
Interior,
The
Department
jured
City.
Office.
United States Land Office.
should
United
not
Land
allowed
an
be
will
States
be
The real question to be considered
given
Office.
balmed
States
Land
United
to
and
will
sent
be
for burial
Dear Sir: One reason where the
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Santa Fe, N. M., 6ept. 6, 1910.
at the
is this: Is prohibition right? Not
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 6. 1910.
is not to blame: Sealed the home of the parents of the deceas- opportunity
postmaster
enforced.
e
Notice is hereby given that the fol
Notice is hereby given that the folcan
be
or
time and place to
it
folthe
not,
whether,
the
that
Notice
is
in
ed
given
hereby
Detroit,
Michigan.
H.
Wilson,
named claimant has filed no lowing named claimant has filed no
If the traffic is a wrong to the peo- letter addressed to Mrs. W.
witnesses of said claimant, and to
lowing named claimant has filed no- lowing
1412 Hawkins, Nashville, Tenn., mailevidence in rebuttal of that sub- tice of his intention to make final tice of his intention to make final tice of his Intention to make final
ple, is a destroyer of health, happiin support of his claim under proof In support of his claim under
ness and prosperity (which no one ed at Santa Fe, with one cent stamp
mitted by claimant.
proof in support of his claim under proof
Sealed
16 and 17 of the act of March sections 16 and 17 of the act of Marck
sections
can possibly deny that It is) then it thereon. Held for postage.
March
MANUEL R. OTERO,
of
16
17
act
and
the
of
sections
1891 (26 Stats.. 854), as amended 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
is right to stop it, and' to make laws letter to Miss Paulina Archuleta, Gas- Nearly Anyone May Secure a
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended 3,
Register.
the act of February 21, 1893, (27 by the act of February 21, 189S (21
and penalties so strict that it will be con, N. Mex., with one cent stamp atby the act of February 21, 1893 (27 by
Splendid Growth of Hair
enforced. With proper penalties any tached. Held for postage.
Notice for Publication.
470), and that said proof will Stats., 470), and that said proof will Stats 470), and that said proof will
Stats.,
We have a remedy that has a recSealed leter to Atanasio Rivera, La
law can be reasonably well enforced.
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U. be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U. be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
(013806)
No prohibitory law on our statutes Palma, N. M., care Prlsco Garcia, with ord of growing hair and curing baldS. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Oc- S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Oc S. Ct Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on OcCoal Jemez Forest.
ness in 93 out of every 100 cases
and no law exists one cent stamp attached.
is
Small Holding Claim No. 3241.
tober 27, 1910, viz: Juan Montano, of tober 28, 1910. viz: Tereza Garcia de tober 24, 1910, viz: Dionicio McCoy, of
N. M., for the Cuba, N. M.. for the claim 4316 Is
that is not broken. Does the welfare
The following letters were mailed where used according to directions for Department of the Interior,
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4328, in Fresquez, ot Senorito,
'
of the people" demand the abolition of in Santa Fe within the last few days, a reasonable length of time. That
Sees. 14 and 23, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. claim 4364 in Sec. 2, T. 20 N., R. 1 W., Sees. 22, 23, 26 and 27, T. 21 N, R.
United States Land Office.
N. M. P. M.
1 W., N. M. P. M.
the legalized liquor traffic? That is without any postage, held for post- may seem like a strong statement it
M. P. M.
Santa Fe, N. M., S(pt. 6, 1910.
He names the following witnesses
He names the following witnesses
the only question to be considered. age:
He names the following witnesses
Notice is hereby given that the folis, and we mean it to be, and no one
to prove his actual continuous ad- to prove his actual continuous ad
Prohibition is not a failure where it
Miss Lucy Balfe,Laguna, N. Mex. should doubt it until they have put lowing named claimant has filed no- to prove his actual continuous adhas been adopted by the states, even (Meslta Day School.)
our claims to an actual test.
tice of bis intention to make final verse possession of said tract tor verse possession of said tract for verse possession of said tract for
next preceding the sur- twenty years next preceding the surthough interstate laws are adverse, it
so
We
are
Rexall
"93"
certain
proof in support of his claim under twenty years next preceding the sur- twenty years
Box
Hair
1502,
O.
P.
Mr. John Callis,
vey of the township, viz:
vey of the township, viz:
of
viz:
17
16
March
the
act
of
the
sections
and
of
township,
wih
cure
Tonic
baldvey
dandruff, prevent
Denver, Colo.
Sede
Julian
Jesus
Donaciano Lucero, Victor Casaus,
Jose
Herrera,
de
C.
1891
as
Ledesma,
CIrlaco
amended
Baca,
3,
854),
(26 Stats.,
Reyes
ness, stimulate the scalp and hair
Don Cruz Baca, Cuba, N. M.
of February 21, 1893 (27 Tranquilino Romero, Dionicio McCoy, gura, Carlos Atenclo, Jose Abundio Antonio Casaus, Cristibal de Herrera,
Mrs. Ruberto Barela, Tularosa, N. roots, stop falling hair and grow new by the act
all of Cuba, N. M.
Padilla, all of Cuba, N. M.
470), and that said proof will all of Cuba, N. M.
M.
hair, that we personally give our posi- Stats.,
Any person who desires to protest
Any person who desires to protest
to
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
who
desires
protest
person
Any
"I tried all kinds of blood remedies Mr. Reyes Montoya, Box 87, wagon tive guarantee to refund every penny S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Oc- against the allowance of said proof, against the allowance of said proof, against the allowance of said proof,
which failed to do me any good, but li Mound. N. M
paid us for it in every instance where
or who knows of any substantial rea- or who knows ot any substantial rea27, 1910, viz: Jose Garcia, trans- or who knows of any substantial reanave iounu uic rigui uuug ul jasi. my Placida S. de Salazar, Taus, N. M.
it does not give entire satisfaction to tober of
son under the laws and regulations son under the laws and regulations
of
laws
ot
son
the
N.
Alonzo
and
under
M.,
feree
Dunn,
Cuba,
regulations
face was full of pimples and
Miss Lola Rabler, 825 North Str., the user.
for the tract L Sec. 20, and tract 2, the Interior Department why such of the Interior Department why such of the Interior Department why such
After taking Cascarets they all left. I am,
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic is as pleas- Sees. 20
tne use 01 tnem ana recom- - Douglas, Ariz.
and 29, T. 21 N.. R. 1 W., N. proof should not be allowed will be proof should not be allowed will be- proof should not be allowed will be
continuing
A'.
tliam f tnv f ri ,.r,i"1 a T fnnl fin (i The following post cards, witnout ant to use as clear spring water. It M. P. M.
an opportunity at the bove- given an opportunity at the above-Uicuuiug
given an opportunity at the above- - given
mentloned time and place to
when I rise in the j morning. Hope to any postage whatever were also mail- Is delightfully perfumed, and does not
mentioned time and place to
He names the following witnesses mentioned time and place to
have a chance to recommend Cascarets." ed within the last three days;' held grease or burn the hair, Two sizes 50c to
the witnesses of said claimthe witnesses of said claimthe witnesses of said claimprove his actual continuous ad
Fred C. Witten, 76 Elm St., Newark, N.J, for
and $1.00. With our guarantee back verse possession of said tract for ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal ant and to offer evidence in rebuttal
postage:
of tlbat submitted by elaimant
Mlsa Pollta G. de Archuleta, San of it, you certainly take no risk. Sold twenty years next preceding the sur- of that submitted by claimant
of that submitted by claimant
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
only at our store The Rexall Store. vey of the township, viz:
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Ildefonso, N. M.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never fold in bulk. Tbe cenn-in- e
tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
;
Mrs. Maggie Tauber, about 291? The Fischer Drug Company.
Register.
Jose A. Archibeque, Francis A. Lu
Register
Register
.922
curt or you mooer bftek.
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YOUR WANTS IN STAPLES OR FANCY GROCERIES.
GIVE US

No.

A

ST

TRIAL.

F. ANDREWS

L

L. C. Blasdel

Minor City Topics
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and the bride Miss Lil-li- e
Both were from Alamo

i

DEL EGATES TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL
AND

VISITORS

ALL

INVITED

TO

JM

I

THE

TO

CONVENTION

e

CITY CORDIALLY

MAKE

REXALL STORE

their headquarters;
You will find everything there for your comfort

THE FISCHER DRUG
THE

REXAL

STORE

COMPANY
THE

REXAL

STORE

I

ADE tOR US

SWELL FOOTERY

BY

Stylish Serviceable

immmm

high

&

Comfortable

low shoes

.All the New Styles and Leathers

jgfggfffi)

Prices to Suit All

Evening Shoes &
Work Shoes

John Pfleuger
248 San Francisco St.

Shoe Specialist

Tuberculosis Conquered
WRITE for TESTIMONIALS

of PROMINENT

PEOPLE FREE BOOKLET and WHY

NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1910.
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School Board Conference A conference of members of the board of eduGood Homo Cooking at the Coffee cation was
held last night and various
Kitchen, corner Lincoln and Palace matters discussed. It was not a
reguavenue. I. W. Astler.
lar or special meeting of the board,
Miss Brewer Not a Candidate Miss
and there was no roll call nor were
Nellie Brewer, of Albuquerque, is not
a candidate for queen of the Elks' there any minutes read. The matter
of erecting suitable pavements
was
carnival. She asks that her name discussed
as was the auditing of cer
lie withdrawn
tain bills. The hoard will hold a regQuay County Fair The Quay coun- ular
meeting sometime in November.
at
Tucumcari yesterty fair opened
Basket
Ball is On The sport of
day. A large list of premiums has
heen arranged and a full amusement basket ball, which begins with the
program provided both for the free first breath of fall weather, is in the
air and the girls at the high school
and pay features.
Board of Education The board of are getting into trim to give some
education met last evening with two mighty thrilling games. They are
members absent. Accounts incurred practicing with vigor and vim and exfor painting and renovating, and for perts on the game say that a pretty
sidewalks were audited and other rou- good team will be made up in a few
tine business transacted.
weeks.
Better Dead Wasn't it Barrie who
Those Interested in Blankets of all
Kinds, baskets, curios and other na wrote a book about "Better Dead," re- '
tive wares will find it to their advan ferring to the number of humans who
tage to read the new advertisement might be angels to great advantage to
in this issue of the Santa Fe Trail j their fellow men. Some one in Santa
Curio Company who are also calling Fe ought to write a booklet on the
attention to the closing out sale of dogs that were betler dead. There is
Navajo rugs.
a dog congregation on Palace avenue
Odd Fellows at Tucumcari The and oh how hideous do they make the
state lodges of the I. O. O. F. and
night. It is a dog fight every few minconvened at Tucumcari yes- utes and the tired would-bsleeper
terday. The sessions of the Odd Fel- who sleeps outdoors or leaves his winlows are held in the lodge rooms in dow
open wonders why those dogs are
the bank building on Second street, left alive. I there is a
paucity of
while those of the Rebekahs are held
dogs in he near future the city marin the Arcade theater.
shal will be congratulated.
Died of Pneumonia Pneumonia is
at Mastodon Pedro Lobeginning to claim its victims, and pez,Smallpox
section
laborer, on the Southone of them is Mis. Wallace, who was
Otero county,
with the carnival company and who western at Mastodon,
stadied this morning. She was a Roman is a smallpox victim and the little
been shut off
has
tion
that
for
just
Catholic and a requiem mass will be
celebrated Thursday at the Cathedral. from all communication beenwith the
isloated
Interment will be made in Rosario world. The patient has
and physicians have taken every precemetery.
caution to prevent the disease from
Bar Association
Invited to Albu- spreading.
querque The members of- the bar of
Must Vacate Land In the case of
the second judicial district, held a
the United States against Sam Rhodes
meeting in the office of E. W. Dobson
reat Albuquerque yesterday afternoon, being for ejectment from laud
in
served
service
for
reclamation
the
at which a resolution was adopted,
connection with the Leasburg dam, at
an
invitation
to
the Terriextending
torial Bar Association to hold its an- the conclusion of the testimony in the
third
district court at Las
nual meeting in Albuquerque
this Crucesjudicial
and on motion of the U. S.
year.
the court instructed a verRumor of Divorce It is rumored attorney,
dict for the plaintiff.
that General and Mrs. Billetdoux are
Lost Boy is Found The
having marital troubles. "The lady son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Garcia, who
in the case," is Miss Celeste Dupre.
disappeared from his home, 510 Kele-he- r
There may be no truth in the report
avenue, Albuquerque, last Satur
as we have it on good authority that day morning, was found yesterday at
the general and his charming wife Corrales, where he had gone Saturwill be seen together at the Elks' the- day night to visit relatives, without
atre on Thursday night.
informing any one at home that he
The Reception Tonight The Invita- was going. r,, was feared that the
tion to the reception at the Palace of boy had been kidnapped.
the Governors tonight is general. No
special invitations were issued. The WANTED Position as first and
cook by man and wife. Address L.
reception hours are from eight to
eleven. The affair is in honor of the this office.
delegates to the constitutional convenCARD OF THANKS.
tion. The beautiful Puye and Rito de
We wish to express our thanks and
los Frijoles rooms will be thrown
to the good Sisters of Charopen and refreshments will be served. gratitude
Santa Fe, for their kindness to
at
ity
The ladies in charge hope that there our mother and
sister, Mrs. Margaret
will be a good turn out of people .
Sargent, during her last illness. Also
Theatre Party at Elks' Miss Lavin-i- a to Santa Fe Lodge of Elks and to the
Daly, secretary of the Cook Ladies' members of the constitutional convenProtective Association and queen of tion, and to all our other friends, for
the Hibernian Society of Hollard their kind manifestation of sympathy,
Dames, will give a theatre party to their kindness in our bereavement is
her friends of the House Working indelably engraved upon our memory,
Ladies' Union on Thursday evening. and can never be erased until our
Miss Daly will take her guests to the hearts cease to beat.
W. G. SARGENT,
Elks' theatre to see the performance
J. H. SARGENT,
of "Why Smith Left Home."
EDWARD SARGENT,
Married by Judge MciFe Judge
T. D. BURNS,
McFie officiated at a wedding cereMRS. MARTIN HOREN,
mony last night. The bridegroom was
J. H. BURNS.

M.

i

The committee on preamble and
boundaries expected to report to the
convention right after the committee
on rules. Thus far no new county
projects have invaded that committee.

No Lime

!

"I

Phosphate

am quits
positive that the
use of alum baJdns- powder should be condemned.
Prof. Vaughan, University of Michigan.

The Judiciary Committee Is wrestling with two momentous
problems.
' One relates to
doing away with the
grand jury in the judicial system of
the new state, and the other relates
to abolishing the
"fellow
servants" law.
I

In buying baking powder
examine the label and take
only a brand shown to be
made with Cream of Tartar.

I

Chief Clerk George W. Armijo is!
proving himself the right man for the
place. The business of the convention
is being handled with despatch al- though the work thrown upon the!
chief clerk and his clerical force is
already growine verv heavv.

i

ran.

j
i

"The New Mexican publishes the
portraits of many of the delegates to
the constitutional convention at Santa
Fe. There is no better evidence of the
citizenship of the territory than these

CREAM

j
j

j

pictures, for a finer looking lot of men
anywhere." Lake

cannot be found
Arthur Times.

j

'I
Constitutional!

The Committee on
Amendments of which J. H. Canning;
is chairman, organized this forenoon
with Isidoro Armijo as chairman.
Aj
was appointed consist-- !
ing of B. F. Pankey, A. A. Sedillo,
J. H. Crist, S. B. Davis, J. J. Aragon '
and Isidoro Armijo, the latter as sec- retary. Public hearings will be ar'
ranged for.

A

pare, wholesome, reliable Grape
Cream o! Tartar Baking Powder.
Improves the flavor and adds to
the healthfolness of the food.

'

j

i

Territorial Traveling Auditor C. V.
Safford is the man who has the fig-- ,
ures. Whenever statistics are waift-- i
ed by any committee it is up to Chas.
Safford and they are promptly forth-- !
coming. The statistics gathered by
his office since it was created are invaluable for the work of the conven--!
tion and the suggestions he makes!
throw light upon many 'a subject that
otherwise
tion.

would be difficult of

clause fully safeguarding the right of i
the citizens of
descent to vote, to serve on juries, to
hold office as far as not specified in
the enabling act and to give them
equal rigats with all citizens irrespec-iive of language.
Spanish-America-

j

n

YOU ARE CORDIALLY

solu-- i
i

The movement for the creation ofi
three new counties with Melrose, Ft.
bumner and Vaughn as county seats
is growing rapidly. A mass meeting
of citizens of Melrose and vicinity
was held at Melrose and plans perfected for the fight In the constitutional convention.
Petitions for the
new county here have been signed by
six hundred people. A strong delegation has been named to go to Santa
Fe and see the thing through.
The
three towns have organized and will
put up a stiff fight. It is pointed out
that many of the farmers have to
travel 50 to 75 miles to get to the
county seat.

NOTICE REMOVAL OF OFFICES.
We desire to announce that we have
moved our ofllces from the Catron
building to rooms 10 and 11, Laughlin
building.
BOWMAN & DUNLAVY,

Attorneys at Law..

INVITED TO VISIT THE ROOMS OF THE

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
WErjHAVEA'FEW MORE OUTLINE MAVAJ0 RUGS
THATWEAREGLOSING OUT TO MAKE ROOM FOR
OUR NEW STOCK.

Curios
S. E

-

-

Blankets

Corner of Plaza,

Baskets
iNew Management.

Come Smile With Us
At the Elks Thnatre
THURSDAY NIGHT AND SEE

The committee on elective franchise
held a meeting yesterday afternoon
with Judge Frank W. Parker. It was
fully organized and appointed subcommittees to work upon different
parts and to gather all the data apper
taining to the subject. It is expected
that a full draft will be submitted to
the committee today for action. It Is
intended by the committee to hold
sessions right along until they have

WHY SMITH LEFT

SEATS ON SALE AT FISCHERS' DRUG STORE
Price $ 1 .00, 75c. and 50c.

the work assigned to them ready for
submission to the convention. Chair
man JNestor Montoya has drafted a

THE BIG STORE

Fall Hats aie Ready iot Picking !

f

t y

THE

Star. Hat
Quality gotsr, in
before Ce Lra&d

I

mm
V"

THE
THE

r Hat
Quality goes in Q
before ta brand

"KNOX"
HAT

THE

v Star Hat
Quality f oe in
before the brand

4ffi& Star Hat
N3SggtJ

Quality goe.i
before the bruul

The Straw Hat Curfew has rung,.and Fall Hats inthe best of Stiff and Soft Models await
There's a correct Hat here for every Face, Head and
your coming.
Age
Our ''Knox" is the Hat of all Stiff Hats for the money. Most of the Hats sold for
, are no
better, few are as goad. The!shaoe is absolutely correct. We
moremonej-have all the deferent heights of crown and widths of brim, in order to fit all faces perfectly.
.
Then comes our soft Hats. These are soft Hat days surely! Soft Hats were never so popular as they are today ! There are
i
many new Fall
form We ask your attention to the hwdiwna new shap.s we are showing.
The Young Fellow can find a Hat here that . 'just the ticket", while
f.nd here his digmfied and becomingtyle. Then, consider our Hat Service for we see that
every head we Hat is fitted correctly. Give us a call
of Man that comes to us
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HOME

A SUPERB CART SPECIAL
ORIGINAL MUSIC
AMD
IMIOTYDANCERS
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